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Disclaimer 2 
This explanatory document is provided by all Transmission System Operators (TSOs) for 3 
information purposes only and accompanying the all TSOs’ proposal for the methodology for 4 
coordinating operational security analysis in accordance with article 75 of Commission Regulation 5 
(EU) 2017/1485 of 2 August 2017 establishing a guideline on electricity transmission system 6 
operation and for the methodology for assessing the relevance of assets for outage coordination in 7 
accordance with article 84 of the same Regulation.  8 
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1. Introduction 89 

 90 

The Commission Regulation (EU) 2017/1485 of 2 August 2017 establishing a guideline on 91 
electricity transmission system operation (hereinafter “SO GL”) was published in the official 92 
Journal of the European Union on 25 August 2017 and entered into force on 14 September 2017. 93 
The SO GL sets out guidelines regarding requirements and principles concerning operational 94 
security, as well as the rules and responsibilities for the coordination between TSOs in operational 95 
planning. To deliver these objectives, several steps are required.  96 

One of these steps is the development of the methodology for coordinating operational security 97 
analysis in accordance with article 75 of the SO GL (hereinafter “CSAM”), and the methodology 98 
for assessing the relevance of assets for outage coordination in accordance with article 84 99 
(hereinafter “RAOCM”), 12 months after entry into force of the SO GL. CSAM and RAOCM are 100 
subject to public consultation in accordance with article 11 of the SO GL. 101 

This supporting document has been developed in recognition of the fact that the CSAM and the 102 
RAOCM, which will become legally binding documents after NRAs’ approval, inevitably cannot 103 
provide the level of explanation, which some parties may desire. Therefore, this document aims to 104 
provide interested parties with the background information and explanation for the requirements 105 
specified in the CSAM and the RAOCM. 106 

 107 

The supporting document provides explanations developed in the following chapters: 108 

• Chapter 2-Roles and organisation of security analyses: this is a transversal part 109 

• Chapter 3-Influence: this chapter is linked to requirements provided in Art 75(1)(a) and Art 110 
84 of SO GL  111 

• Chapter 4-Risk Management: this chapter is linked to requirements provided in Art 75(1)(b); 112 
it also provides additional elements which are linked to those provided in Chapter 2 113 

• Chapter 5-Uncertainties: this chapter is linked to requirements provided in Art 75(1)(c)  114 

• Chapter 6-RSC coordination: this chapter is linked to requirements provided in Art 75(1)(d)  115 

• Chapter 7-ENTSO-E role: this chapter is linked to requirements provided in Art 75(1)(e)  116 

 117 

Additionally, a cross-reference is available in Annex. This table reminds the detailed wording of 118 
articles of SO –GL linked to CSAM-RAOM and how they are addressed in CSAM or RAOM. 119 

 120 
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Link with other methodologies 121 

CSAM and RAOCM are also in relation with some other methodologies required by SO GL or the 122 
Commission Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 of 24 July 2015 establishing a guideline on capacity 123 
allocation and congestion management (hereinafter CACM). More precisely: 124 

CSAM provides several requirements which are identified by TSOs as necessary to be harmonized 125 
at pan-European level and which shall be respected by the more detailed proposals set-up at CCR 126 
level, as requested by SO GL Art. 76-77. Such requirements concern: 127 

• Identifying which remedial actions need to be coordinated, i.e. remedial actions which 128 
cannot be decided alone by a TSO but need to be agreed by other affected TSOs 129 

• Identifying which congestions on which grid elements need to be solved at regional level 130 
under the coordination task delegated to a RSC, in accordance with SO GL Article 78 131 

• Identifying which rules need to be applied to ensure inter-RSC coordination when RSCs 132 
provide their tasks to the TSOs,  133 

• Requesting a minimum number of intraday security analyses to be done by a TSO (or 134 
delegated to its RSC)  135 

Please note that the process for the management of the remedial actions in a coordinated way is not 136 
part of CSAM. This shall be developed by TSOs at CCR level in accordance with Art 76-77, while 137 
respecting the requirements set-up in CSAM. 138 

CSAM also does not provide requirements to determine which remedial actions are of cross-border 139 
relevance and can be used to solve congestions which need to be solved at regional level; this is left 140 
to regional choice at CCR level when developing the proposal in accordance with Art 76-77 (and 141 
the proposal in accordance with Article 35 of CACM) 142 

 143 

CSAM is also in relation with the all-TSOs methodology Common Grid Model V3 (CGMM V3) 144 
developed in accordance with SO GL Articles 67 and 70, as follows: 145 

• CSAM provides requirements defining which remedial actions shall be included (or may be 146 
included) in an individual grid model (IGM), while CGMM defines how to include them in 147 
the IGMs, and then in the CGMs. 148 

• CSAM defines timestamps in day-ahead (named T0 to T5) which are required for a proper 149 
inter-regional coordination in day-ahead, while some of these timestamps are used in the 150 
CGMM to define the process of building the IGMs and CGMs required by this coordination. 151 

 152 

Additional links exist at regional level between: 153 

• Proposals required by Art 76-77 of SO GL which deal with the management of the remedial 154 
actions in a coordinated way and Art 35 of CACM  155 

• Proposals required by Art 76-77 of SO GL which deal with the cost sharing of the remedial 156 
actions managed in a coordinated way and Art 74 of CACM  157 

 158 

Such links are summarized below (only main interactions are shown): 159 
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2. Roles and organisation of security analysis in operational planning 162 

In the long term (year-ahead to week-ahead), operational security analyses are mainly focused on 163 
the outage planning process to ensure that these outages will be compatible with a secure operation 164 
and on the evaluation on general assessment of the expected security of the system in terms of 165 
expected congestion and adequacy. SO GL provides requirements to do these activities in a 166 
coordinated way, and CSAM/RAOCM provides for some additional rules (such as the determination 167 
of exceptional contingencies, the activities needed to facilitate the identification in the short term of 168 
remedial actions which need to be coordinated, the management of uncertainties in long-term 169 
studies…). Those rules are explained notably in the chapters Risk management and Uncertainties in 170 
this document. 171 
In the short-term, mainly from day-ahead, operational security analyses mainly deal with the 172 
identification of risks on the interconnected system of operational security limits violations, trying 173 
to find the appropriate remedial actions, according to SO GL Article 21, and ensuring the 174 
coordination of these remedial actions.  175 
 176 
These activities –long and short term- are also linked to the capacity calculation processes which 177 
determine capacities between bidding zones which can be offered to the market participants; those 178 
capacities are computed on the basis of a set of expectations. It’s only when these expectations are 179 
verified in real time that the use of these capacities will respect the security of the system. As a 180 
result, at any moment ahead of real time, one of the roles of operational security analyses is to check 181 
that the positions taken by market participants are expected to be compatible with the system 182 
security, and if it is not the case, to prepare remedial actions. 183 
 184 
According to SO GL, in long term as well in short term, coordinated security analyses are done on 185 
a common grid model in the operational planning phase. 186 
 187 

The following chapter provides a focus on the realisation of security analyses in the short-term in 188 
order to facilitate the description of the security analyses done by TSOs and by RSCs in accordance 189 
with SO GL and CSAM and how they interfere between them. As such, this chapter 2 of the 190 
supporting document provide general information which is transversal to the different topics covered 191 
by CSAM and has notably interactions with chapter 4 “risk management”, chapter 5 “Uncertainties” 192 
and chapter 6 “RSC coordination”. 193 

 194 

2.1 Types and chaining of security analyses in the short-term 195 

Day-Ahead 196 
TSOs identify that a very important step to assess security is at the end of D-1 and needs a well-197 
coordinated sequential process, for the following reasons:  198 

• the results of the Day-Ahead market are known, 199 
• there exists still a relatively long period of time ahead of real time to allow in-depth studies 200 

and relatively complex processes, or to decide a remedial action which needs a long 201 
preparation time (such as starting a unit) 202 

• planned outages are finalized and late forced outages can already be taken into account 203 
• quite good forecasts for load and intermittent generation are available  204 
• most of the contracted reserves (FCR, FRR, RR) have been allocated to their suppliers. 205 
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This process shall include regional coordination but also cross-regional coordination through RSCs 206 
coordination. This process shall allow: 207 

- to design remedial actions in a coordinated manned at a regional level, using the agreed 208 
conditions pursuant to SO GL art 76-77,  209 

- but also, to identify cross-regional effects of such remedial actions and ensure they are agreed 210 
by all affected TSOs,  211 

- or, alternatively, when a congestion cannot be relieved using available remedial actions at 212 
regional level (or in an inefficient way), to elaborate cross-regional remedial actions able to 213 
relieve it.  214 

It is the reason why the process described in Article 33 has been introduced in the CSAM. It is 215 
inspired of the current existing process between Coreso, TSCNet and their TSOs, with several 216 
improvements enhancing the inter-RSC coordination in order to ensure that potential remedial 217 
actions identified in one region are taken into account for their effects on the adjacent regions, before 218 
final remedial actions decided at this stage are identified and validated by all concerned parties, 219 
whereas formalization of final outputs is also enhanced. This process broadly consists of the 220 
following steps: 221 

- Build of an initial CGM 222 
- Coordinated regional security assessment in each region (where inter-RSC coordination is 223 

already possible) 224 
- Build of revised IGMs/CGM including (preliminary) remedial actions identified in the 225 

previous step 226 
- Secondary coordinated regional security assessment 227 
- Final exchange of information between all RSCs and TSOs to consolidate final results of the 228 

security analyses and agreement of all decided remedial actions. (A TSO may delegate to its 229 
RSC its agreement). 230 

The resulting process is shown in the following scheme. 231 

 232 
Figure 1 233 
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The result of this process will consist in security assessment results and agreed remedial actions 234 
which will be taken as a reference basis. Further intraday security analyses results should be assessed 235 
in the intraday with respect to this reference basis. 236 

With respect to the heavily constrained period of the end of day-ahead in the TSOs and RSCs rooms, 237 
while ensuring its efficiency, this process needs to start at a given time T0 and end not later than a 238 
given time T5. In case there remains some security violations not solved (e.g. no agreement on the 239 
remedial actions), Art 33(4) provides that concerned TSOs and RSCs shall agree on the needed steps 240 
in intraday to address them at best, and RSCs shall report on these situations in their annual reports. 241 

This process is new and is expected to evolve with practice; it is also expected to evolve in duration 242 
because of evolution of tools. For these reasons, and considering this process does not impact other 243 
stakeholders, TSOs consider worth not to hard-lock the values of the hours T0 to T5 in the 244 
methodology, but to leave them open for definition/update by TSOs, subject to publication on 245 
ENTSO-E website. In addition, when the process will have been applied for a maximum of 2 years, 246 
all TSOs are required to use the collected experience to review if necessary these Tà to T5 values, 247 
notably to assess the opportunities for ending earlier (which could be beneficial for capacity 248 
calculation processes and for activation of long-lasting remedial actions) and/or reducing the total 249 
duration. 250 

 251 
Intraday 252 
In intraday, there is no good argumentation which would justify a request to synchronize the security 253 
assessments done by the different TSOs and RSCs everywhere in Europe. It could be even 254 
detrimental to the ability to design the most adequate timings, with respect to control area/region 255 
specificities. This orientation is also needed to actually leave TSOs of each CCR with their full 256 
ability to determine their needs in terms of frequency and hours of coordinated regional security 257 
analyses at CCR level in application of SO GL Art. 76-77. 258 

Nevertheless, in order to ensure a minimal common pan-European approach in terms of securing 259 
security analyses results with respect to the impacts of uncertainties, which need to update 260 
IGM/CGM and assess system security on these updated system forecasts, the CSAM includes a 261 
request (Art. 24) for each TSO to run at least 3 coordinated operational security analyses for its 262 
control area in intraday. These analyses can be totally or partially covered by the RSC tasks agreed 263 
at CCR level. This value is based on a minimum obligation to update security analyses in order to 264 
reduce risks of inappropriate decisions made on old inaccurate forecasts and is consistent with the 265 
fact that the CGM methodology developed pursuant to SO GL Art. 70 requests all TSOs to update 266 
their IGMs at least 3 times in intraday and RSCs to produce corresponding CGMs. 267 

 268 
Sequential activities in intraday 269 
In general, in intraday, in order RSCs to realize coordinated regional operational security 270 
assessments and TSOs to validate their results, the following tasks have to be performed: 271 

• TSOs have to prepare an IGM with their updated values, included previously agreed remedial 272 
actions. When delivering their IGM, they may run local security analyses (called “local 273 
preliminary assessment” in CSAM) to identify constraints mainly due to internal flows and 274 
include corresponding remedial actions if needed. But those local security analyses are not 275 
always pertinent, for example when they are expected to be eliminated when more precise 276 
flows are computed on the CGM.  277 
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• CGMs have to be built by RSCs 278 
• RSCs have to perform coordinated regional operational security assessment, as requested by 279 

SO GL Art 78. This includes reporting to TSOs on congestions identified, proposing needed 280 
remedial actions, and exchanging with the TSOs until the remedial actions are agreed 281 
(remedial actions may be improved/modified during this step) or refused. 282 

• Where applicable, depending on the agreed capacity calculation methodology in intraday, 283 
these steps may be followed by an additional intraday capacity calculation step. Note that 284 
such a step is a complex one since capacity calculation processes are long and demanding. 285 

On the other hand, TSOs are requested to run coordinated operational security analyses on their 286 
control area, pursuant to SO GL Art 70. In order to clarify the respective scope of these coordinated 287 
operational security analyses and the coordinated regional coordinated operational security 288 
assessments performed by RSCs, CSAM Article 20 requires TSOs to establish the list of grid 289 
elements on which congestions shall be monitored by RSCs. It is worth to note that each TSO may 290 
delegate partly or totally its coordinated operational security analyses to the RSC. 291 

It is expected that such a list should comprise all major grid elements whose congestions are 292 
influenced by the effects of the meshed interconnected system, but might exclude those grid 293 
elements where congestions are due to local flows. Article 20 requires that this list shall include at 294 
least critical network elements, since those elements are identified as those mainly affected by cross-295 
border exchanges. 296 

The following scheme represents the successive steps in the day of the different kind of analyses.  297 

 298 

 299 
 300 
 301 

Figure 2 302 
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The following table summarizes the respective objectives of the different kinds of security 303 
analyses/assessments considered in the methodology. 304 

Type of analysis Reference
s 

Objective Grid model Run by 

Local 
preliminary 
assessment 

CSAM 
Article 20 

Optional preliminary 
operational security analysis 
run to improve the IGM 
quality, i.e. removing some of 
the constraints (not likely to be 
removed by regional 
coordinated security analysis) 

Chosen by 
TSO when 
preparing its 
IGM (e.g. an 
updated TSO 
IGM 
integrated in 
an “old” 
CGM) 

TSO 

Coordinated 
operational 
security analysis 

SO GL Art 
72 (1-4) 
and Art 
74(1) 

Each TSO shall ensure 
security on its control area. 
It shall share the results with 
affected TSOs, and prepare 
remedial actions in a 
coordinated way when needed 
 
Art 77.3 provides that TSOs 
are supported by the RSC to 
fulfil this task of performing a 
coordinated security analysis. 

CGM at least 
(the CGM can 
be 
extended/comp
leted e.g. by 
more local 
detailed data 
(low voltage 
levels)).  
 

TSO 
It can delegate 

partly or 
totally this 
activity to 

RSC. It can 
also perform 

additional 
coordinated 

security 
analysis 

Regional 
coordinated 
operational 
security 
assessment 

SO GL Art 
77-78 

The RSC shall assess the 
security of the system at 
regional level, i.e. on the grid 
elements that it monitors for 
TSOs, and proposes remedial 
actions of cross-border 
relevance.  

CGM RSC, in 
interaction 
with TSOs 

 305 
  306 
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3. Influence 307 

3.1 Introduction 308 

Articles 75 and 84 of the SO GL require TSOs to define: 309 

1. methods for assessing the influence of transmission system elements1 and SGUs located 310 
outside of a TSO’s control area in order to identify those elements constituting the 311 
observability area and the contingency influence thresholds above which contingencies of 312 
those elements constitute external contingencies; 313 

2. a methodology for assessing the relevance of assets for outage coordination  314 

Following chapters provide explanations to the Title 2 of the CSAM (“Determination of influencing 315 
elements”), and its equivalent in RAOCM.  316 
Firstly, general principles of the method for assessing the influence of external grid elements on a 317 
TSO’s control area are explained. Furthermore, simple technical reasons for determination of 318 
observability area, contingency list and relevant assets list are given. 319 
Then, processes and criteria to be applied by each TSO to identify elements constituting the 320 
observability area, the external contingency list and the Relevant Assets list according to Art.75 and 321 
Art.84 of the SO GL are described. 322 
At the end, general views on thresholds and their selection are provided.  323 
 324 

3.2 Approach for assessing the influence of transmission system elements and 325 
SGUs 326 

Introduction 327 
A computation method for assessing the quantitative influence of an external element on a TSO’s 328 
control area has been identified by all TSOs and is mainly described in Articles 3 and 4 of both 329 
methodologies. 330 
Such method is based on the calculation of the so called “influence factor” which is, according to 331 
the SO GL, the numerical value used to quantify the greatest effect of the outage of a transmission 332 
system element located outside of the TSO's control area, excluding interconnectors, in terms of a 333 
change in power flows or voltage caused by that outage, on any transmission system element. The 334 
higher is the value the greater the effect. 335 
Such “influence factor” can be then compared with an influence threshold (which can vary 336 
depending on the scope of the assessment) to decide if the element have a relevant influence or not. 337 
Such a quantitative method is based on the definition of a set of computations to run, including 338 
which data model is to be used, how to make computations and finally how to compute the influence 339 
factors from these computation results. The description of the computation formulae is provided in 340 
the Annex I of the CSAM and RAOCM proposal. 341 
 342 
 343 
Method for Influence factor determination 344 

                                                      
1 Art 75(2) specifies that grid elements located in the network of transmission-connected DSO can be part of the 
observability area and Art 43(2) of SO GL allows TSOs to consider elements located in the network of non-
transmission-connected DSO to be part of the observability area. Therefore, when notion DSO/CDSO is used in this 
document it is referred to transmission-connected DSO/CDSOs. 
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The influence of elements located outside TSO’s control area being grid elements, generation units 345 
and demand facilities on a TSO’s control area can be assessed2 in terms of power flows and/or 346 
voltage deviation. 347 
Since voltage regulation are typically a local issue and dynamic aspects are specific in terms of 348 
location and nature of the phenomenon to analyse, power flow influence factors are considered the 349 
most relevant ones in the scope of the CSAM/RAOCM. In line with this, the CSAM/RAOCM 350 
requires that, when a quantitative assessment must be performed, it shall be based on power flow 351 
influence factors and, only optionally (according to the TSO who is performing the assessment), on 352 
voltage influence factors or dynamic studies. In the case of dynamic studies, this should be organized 353 
between involved TSOs and the models and studies used for that determination shall be consistent 354 
with those developed in application of Articles 38 or 39 of SO GL. 355 

 356 
Influence factors assessment (Figure 3) can be performed in: 357 

a) “Horizontal" direction: when a TSO (e.g. TSO A) is assessing the influence of elements 358 
located in another control area (e.g. Control Area B) on its network; 359 

b) “Vertical" direction: when a TSO (e.g. TSO A) is assessing the influence of elements of 360 
DSO/CDSOs systems located in its control area. 361 

c) “Diagonal” direction: when a TSO (e.g. TSO A) is assessing the influence of elements 362 
located in DSO/CDSOs system directly connected to another TSO (e.g. TSO B) 363 

 364 
Figure 3 365 

When performing a quantitative “horizontal” assessment, each TSO shall compute influence factors, 366 
inside its Synchronous Area (SA), using the Year-ahead scenarios and CGMs developed according 367 
to SO GL Article 65, as these scenarios: 368 

• Shall be built every year by TSOs and therefore will be available  369 
• Contain fully meshed grid with normal switching state 370 
• Shall represent different seasonal situations 371 
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When performing a quantitative “vertical” assessment, each TSO can compute influence factors 372 
using the Year-ahead scenarios and CGMs developed according to SO GL article 67 or its grid 373 
model and scenarios considered relevant for the scope of the computations. This grid model has to 374 
be complemented with a representation of the parts of the DSO/CDSOs grids which are under 375 
assessment, if they are not already available for the TSO. 376 
 “Diagonal” assessment can be performed only on the DSO/CDSOs elements that connecting TSO 377 
(e.g. TSO B) has modelled in its IGMs developed according to SO GL article 67. In this way it is 378 
assumed that the influence of DSO/CDSO elements (e.g. DSO/CDSO B) on connecting TSO (e.g. 379 
TSO B) are greater than on other TSOs (e.g. TSO A).” 380 
Year ahead scenarios contain the normal switching state which can be different for different 381 
situations. Planned outages are usually not included. To consider different topologies and different 382 
thermal capacities of the element, it could be necessary to analyse more than one year ahead scenario 383 
(set S of scenarios) during calculation of influence factors. 384 
 385 
3.3 Methodology for the Identification of TSO observability area and external 386 
contingency list 387 

Introduction 388 
When performing operational security analyses, each TSO shall, in the N-Situation, simulate each 389 
contingency from its “contingency list” and verify that the operational security limits in the (N-1) 390 
situation are not exceeded in its control area (Art.72.3 SO GL). Such contingency list, in a highly 391 
meshed network, shall include all the internal (inside the TSO’s control area) and external (outside 392 
TSO’s control area) contingencies that can endanger the operational security of the TSO’s control 393 
area (Art.33 SO GL). 394 
Hence, each TSO is due to analyse periodically, by numerical calculations, the external transmission 395 
network with influence on its control area. The external contingency list is the result of that analysis 396 
and includes all the elements of surrounding areas that have an influence on its control area higher 397 
than a certain value, called “contingency influence threshold”. “Contingency influence threshold” 398 
means a numerical limit value against which the influence factors are checked and the occurrence 399 
of a contingency located outside of the TSO's control area with an influence factor higher than the 400 
contingency influence threshold is considered to have a significant impact on the TSO’s control area 401 
including interconnectors. 402 
Each TSO has to take into account the elements of this external contingency list in its contingency 403 
analysis. Therefore, in order to properly assess the security state of the system in its control area and 404 
to properly simulate the effect of external contingencies, a TSO has to adopt a model of the external 405 
grid wide enough to guarantee accurate estimations (in the control area) when performing the N-1 406 
analysis of the elements of the external contingency list (and of internal list). For this reason, a so 407 
called “observability area”, larger than the TSO’s control area, must be identified and monitored. 408 
Such an observability area is also necessary to perform correct estimation of the real-time values on 409 
the elements belonging to the control area. 410 
“Observability area” means a TSO’s own transmission system and the relevant parts of distribution 411 
systems and neighbouring TSOs’ transmission systems, on which the TSO implements real-time 412 
monitoring and modelling to maintain operational security in its control area including 413 
interconnectors  414 
All the external elements with an influence on the control area higher than a certain value, called 415 
“observability influence threshold” (equal or lower than the “contingency influence threshold”), 416 
constitute the “observability list”. The “observability list” could be a non-consistent model. For 417 
example, a certain external line could be part of the observability list meanwhile its neighbour 418 
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branches are not in this list. Therefore, the model must be completed with additional network 419 
elements and some equivalents to obtain the consistent and fully connected observability area. The 420 
observability area includes the control area and the external network, so each TSO is able to simulate 421 
properly any contingency of the internal and external contingency list when performing the N-1 422 
analysis (Figure 4).  423 
The observability area represents the minimum set of grid elements for which a TSO is entitled to 424 
receive data (electrical parameters, real time measurements) from the owner or the entity in charge 425 
of them. 426 

 427 
Figure 4 428 

 429 
The definition of an external contingency list and an observability area is mainly needed for the 430 
application of SO GL requirements for the close to real time operational security analysis, because 431 
for security analyses ahead, the following requirements apply: 432 
 For security analyses up to and including intraday analyses, Art. 72(4) requires that a TSO 433 

shall use “at least the common grid models established in accordant to Articles 67 to 70”; 434 

 For security analyses up to and including intraday and close to real-time analyses, Art. 435 
77(3)(a) prescribes that each TSO shall use the results of tasks delegated to a regional 436 
security coordinator. Art. 78(1)(a) prescribes that each TSO shall provide the regional 437 
security coordinator with its updated contingency list and Art. 78(2)(a) prescribes that the 438 
regional security coordinator shall perform regional security assessments on the basis of a 439 
common grid model and of the contingency lists provided by each TSO. These requirements 440 
ensure that the regional security coordinator will perform the security analyses on a common 441 
grid model (larger than any observability area) and taking into account all the contingencies 442 
mentioned by each TSO of the capacity calculation region. 443 

Nevertheless, individual grid models are in general derived from initial real-time snapshots. As such, 444 
an appropriate quality of the observability area is a prerequisite to establish good quality snapshots 445 
and IGMs and, consequently, establish trustable CGMs. 446 
 447 
Process for Observability Area identification 448 
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With ever growing decentralized production from renewable energy sources, influence of 449 
DSO/CDSOs elements on the transmission system increases. To have better state estimations and 450 
improve security assessment, TSOs could have the need to expand their observability area in vertical 451 
direction i.e. to the DSO/CDSOs grids.  452 
The process set up in the Article 5 of CSAM for identifying external elements to be included in a 453 
TSO’s Observability Area is based on 3 main steps (Figure 5): 454 
 455 

a) Qualitative vertical assessment: 456 
The TSO in coordination with DSO/CDSOs can identify in qualitative way DSO/CDSOs elements 457 
which inclusion in observability area list may be necessary. If the TSO and DSO/CDSOs agree on 458 
this approach and on the effective list of elements which shall be part of TSO’s observability area, 459 
then the TSO shall not be obliged to do the assessment for these elements and will not require the 460 
data model from DSO/CDSOs to proceed to this assessment. 461 

b) Quantitative vertical assessment:  462 
If an agreement in step 1 cannot be found, TSO shall use the mathematical method provided in the 463 
Annex I of CSAM for assessing the influence of elements. 464 

To perform such calculation TSOs have to use sufficiently detailed grid models in order to have 465 
results. For this reason, each TSO shall ask DSO/CDSOs for technical parameters and data which 466 
may be necessary for creating such a model. For vertical assessment TSO can use either its grid 467 
model or CGMs developed according the Article 67 of SO GL; these models shall be complemented 468 
with data provided by DSO/CDSOs. The request to DSOs/CDSOs to provide such data should be 469 
limited to what is necessary to process the computations and identify the parts of their grids which 470 
are captured by the assessment method, hence avoiding DSOs/CDOS to have to provide huge 471 
descriptions of their total grids. 472 

If a DSO/CDSO element has an influence factor higher than the observability influence threshold, 473 
it will be included in corresponding TSOs lists (with additional elements needed to obtain fully 474 
connected observability area). For these elements DSO/CDSOs shall provide structural and real-475 
time data to the TSO according to SO GL requirements.  476 

c) Quantitative horizontal and diagonal assessment:  477 
TSO shall use the mathematical method provided in the Annex I of CSAM for assessing influence 478 
of elements located in other Control Areas. If such element has an influence factor higher than the 479 
observability influence threshold, it will be included in corresponding TSOs lists (with additional 480 
elements needed to obtain fully connected observability area).  481 

If during this assessment TSO detects a DSO/CDSO element located outside its control area, 482 
assuming that DSO/CDSO grid is modelled, to be included in its corresponding list, technical 483 
parameters, structural, forecast and real-time data of DSO/CDSO elements and additional elements 484 
needed to obtain fully connected observability area have to be exchanged between TSOs.  485 

TSOs may also use dynamic studies (e.g. rotor angle evaluation, but not limited to it) for assessing 486 
the influence of elements located outside its control area or in DSO/CDSO directly connected to it, 487 
using models, studies and criteria, consistent with those developed in application of Articles 38 or 488 
39 of SO GL.  489 
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Technically TSO’s observability area will consist of elements, identified as described in previous 490 
steps, and all the busbars to which these elements could be connected. To have accurate state 491 
estimations and to be able to assess its system state by preforming contingency analysis (N-1 492 
analysis) TSOs must have all injections and withdrawals on these busbars. For these reasons, each 493 
impacted TSOs and DSO/CDSO shall provide real time data related to these busbars to the 494 
concerned TSO according to Articles 42.(2) and 44 of SO GL. In some cases (e.g. SGUs connected 495 
to DSO networks), TSOs can choose to represent these SGUs in an aggregated manner. 496 

  497 

 498 

 499 

 500 
 501 
 502 

 503 
 504 

Figure 5 505 

Process for Contingency List identification 506 
As required by Article 33 of SO GL each TSO shall define a contingency list, including internal and 507 
external contingencies of its observability area. Article 6 of the CSAM provides the steps for 508 
identifying the minimum set of external elements, which shall be included in a TSO’s (external) 509 
contingency list (Figure 6): 510 
 511 

a) Qualitative vertical assessment: 512 

If in the process of observability area identification the TSO and the DSO/CDSOs agree on the 513 
effective list of elements which shall be part of the TSO’s observability area based on a qualitative 514 
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assessment, the elements to be part of the TSO’s external contingency list may be identified based 515 
on a qualitative assessment.  516 
 517 
TSOs external contingency list may be complemented with any of the generating modules and 518 
demand facilities connected to a busbar being part of the TSO’s observability area. Since there is not 519 
a direct impact on SGUs included in the contingency list, TSOs can determine such a need on a 520 
qualitative basis and are not required to perform computations for the inclusion of a SGU’s asset in 521 
the contingency list.   522 
 523 

b) Quantitative vertical assessment 524 

If TSO’s observability area in vertical direction was defined using quantitative vertical assessment, 525 
identification of DSO/CDSOs elements, which will be part of TSOs contingency list, will be done 526 
using mathematical method provided in the Annex I of CSAM. 527 

 528 
If a DSO/CDSO element (included in the TSO’s Observability Area according to paragraph 3.2) 529 
has an influence factor higher than the contingency influence threshold, it will be included in 530 
corresponding TSOs contingency list.  531 

 532 
c) Quantitative horizontal and diagonal assessment: 533 

TSO shall use the mathematical method provided in the Annex I of CSAM for assessing influence 534 
of elements located in other control areas. If an element located outside the TSO’s control area has 535 
an influence factor higher than the contingency influence threshold, it will be included in 536 
corresponding TSOs contingency list.  537 
 538 

d) Qualitative horizontal assessment:  539 
External contingency list may be complemented with any of the generating modules and demand 540 
facilities connected to a busbar being part of the TSO’s observability area. 541 

 542 
 543 

 544 
 545 
 546 
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 547 
 548 

Figure 6 549 

 550 
Update of TSO observability area and external contingency list 551 
Main goal of the methodology described above is to have harmonized quantitative approach for 552 
defining observability and external contingency lists at synchronous area level. For this reason, a 553 
first harmonized assessment (based on this approach) shall be performed once the CSAM is 554 
approved. 555 
Then, taking into account that significant changes in the influence factors can be induced only by 556 
(relevant) changes in the grid structure, it is not needed to impose a frequent update of the 557 
mathematical assessment, which requires time and resources to be performed. 558 
For this reason, a 5 years period is considered the optimal compromise between the necessity to 559 
monitor the evolution in the influence factor and the necessity to not spend resources for unnecessary 560 
assessments. This does not prohibit TSOs to do assessment more frequently.  561 
 562 
3.4 Methodology for assessing the relevance of generating modules, demand 563 
facilities, and grid elements for outage coordination (Art. 84) - RAOCM 564 

Introduction 565 
A definition of “relevant assets” has been introduced in the SO GL to ensure that only those elements 566 
participate in the outage coordination process whose individual availability statuses have a 567 
significant influence on another control area (e.g. larger Power Generating modules that are closer 568 
to the border are more likely to be qualified as relevant assets than smaller units that are farther from 569 
the border). Hence relevant assets are defined as those assets, whether they are grid elements, power 570 
generating modules or demand facilities, for which the individual availability status has an impact 571 
on the operational security of the interconnected system.  572 
In order to assess the relevance of a given asset, TSOs jointly developed an approach that is aligned 573 
to the one adopted for identifying observability areas and external contingency lists. 574 
 575 
Process for Relevant Asset List identification 576 
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Article 5 of RAOCM provides steps for identification of elements which could be relevant for outage 577 
coordination process. Furthermore, RAOCM provides TSOs of each CCR with a process allowing 578 
the determination of the relevant assets list and defines requirements concerning updates of relevant 579 
assets list.  580 
Once power flow influence factors (and, where relevant, voltage influence factors) of grid elements, 581 
generating modules and demand facilities located outside TSO´s control area have been computed 582 
according to the mathematical method published by all TSOs they can be compared with an 583 
appropriate relevance influence threshold, for determining the relevant asset list proposals. If the 584 
influence factor of an external element is higher than the threshold, this element should be 585 
considered as part of the relevant asset list proposal of the TSO. Such thresholds can be different for 586 
power flow influence factors and voltage influence factors. 587 
Relevant asset list proposal shall be also complemented with: 588 

• all grid elements located in a transmission system or in a distribution system which connect 589 
different control areas (as required in SO GL); 590 

• all combinations of more than one grid elements whose simultaneous outage state can be 591 
necessary for any particular material or system reason and which can threat the system 592 
security, according to TSO’s experiences. This is needed because, in the described approach, 593 
no contemporaneity of outages (i) is considered; 594 

• all elements which outage status can have an impact on the operation (such as reducing 595 
physical capacity) of DC links between SAs; 596 

• critical network elements identified in accordance with Regulation (EU) No 2015/1222 for 597 
the relevant outage coordination region3, provided that their status of critical network 598 
element is stable throughout the year. The list of critical network elements is defined 599 
differently for each capacity calculation region and can change over time.  600 

Since a methodology aimed at identifying relevant assets at synchronous area level should be simple 601 
enough (based on one outage) to be implementable and to produce results in a proper time, not all 602 
the possible combinations of outages can be tested. For this reason, each TSO shall include in its 603 
relevant assets list proposal combination of outages which based on experience could significantly 604 
affect the neighbouring control areas.  605 
All TSOs of each CCR shall define the relevant assets list based on TSOs proposals and according 606 
the process defined in Article 5 of RAOCM. 607 
 608 
Influence factor of SGUs 609 
 610 
Power flow influence factors for generating modules and demand facilities should be assessed using 611 
the same formulas adopted for grid elements (provided in the Annex I of RAOCM), considering 612 
them as the r element. Contrary to grid elements, the outage of a generating module or a demand 613 
facility leads to an imbalance between generation and demand. The impact on the balance between 614 
generation and load of a planned outage of a generating module/demand facility is different from 615 
the impact of a contingency. In the first case, the market rules will provide for a balance equilibrium, 616 
the unavailable generation being compensated by local other units or by imports. In the second case, 617 
the balance will be ensured by reserve activation. These differences can result in different impacts 618 

                                                      
3 The Outage Coordination Region shall be considered equal to the Capacity Calculation Region unless all concerned 
TSOs agree to merge two or more outage coordination regions into one unique outage coordination region.   
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on the security of the grid between the planned outage and the tripping of the same element. As a 619 
result, influence factors for assessing the relevance of generating modules and demand facilities for 620 
outage coordination should be computed restoring the net balance of the control area or the control 621 
block in which the generator/demand facility is located when computing 𝑃𝑃𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖−𝑟𝑟𝑡𝑡 . Such restoration 622 
should be performed according with a pro-rata approach on the dispatchable generators already 623 
activated in the TSO’s control area or control block. 624 
 625 
 626 
Update of the Relevant Asset List 627 
The harmonization of the approach to be adopted for defining the relevant asset list of each outage 628 
coordination region is the main goal to be achieved applying the methodology described above, 629 
especially trough the quantitative assessment of the influence factors. For this reason, a first 630 
harmonized assessment (based on this approach) shall be performed once the methodology is 631 
approved. Then, taking into account that significant changes in the influence factors can be induced 632 
only by (relevant) changes in the grid structure, it is not needed to impose a frequent update of the 633 
mathematical assessment, which requires time and resources to be performed. 634 
For this reason, if no major changes are observed in the grid structure (e.g. commissioning or 635 
decommissioning of assets that can affect influence factors of already existing elements) a 5 years 636 
period is considered the optimal compromise between the necessity to monitor the evolution in the 637 
influence factor and the necessity to not spend resources for unnecessary assessments. Additionally, 638 
a more stable list of the relevant assets is seen as an added value for the stakeholders: for example, 639 
the decision to invest in IT system for facilitating the information exchange required in the SO GL 640 
can be taken in an easier way if they already know that, once included, they will be in the list for a 641 
long period. 642 
Relevance of elements commissioned between two mandatory relevance factors computations, can 643 
be performed in qualitative way. If the owner of the new element disagrees with such approach, 644 
TSO shall use method for assessing influence of elements defined in previous chapters. 645 
Anyhow, taking into account the requirement set in Article 86.1 and Article 88.1 of SO GL, a yearly 646 
qualitative re-assessment of the relevant asset list shall be performed in order to better monitor the 647 
quality of such list. 648 
 649 

 650 
 651 

Figure 7 652 
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 653 
3.5 Influence thresholds selection 654 

According to the CSAM, RAOCM and the processes described in chapter 3 of this document, when 655 
a quantitative assessment is applied, thresholds have to be defined for performing proper selections. 656 
3 different thresholds have been identified: 657 

• observability influence threshold 658 
• contingency influence threshold 659 
• relevance influence threshold 660 

Defining a common threshold for each list at the level of Synchronous Area is not achievable and 661 
not advisable: 662 
 Some TSOs need a larger view on the rest of the interconnected system due to the structure 663 

of their grid and the conditions under which they operate their grid (typically loading and 664 
margins, cross-border market activity and loop flows, actions of other TSOs, etc.) 665 

 For other TSOs this necessity is lower and it is not efficient to impose them to invest more 666 
resources on it. It would be detrimental to the application of SO GL Article 4(2)(c) to 667 
impose the same threshold to these TSOs than the one needed for the previous ones. 668 

Hence, the CSAM and RAOCM set rather small individual ranges for each of the lists. For each list, 669 
each TSO shall select and publish a unique value from the respective ranges for each threshold. The 670 
threshold values shall be identical regardless of the grid element – or where applicable generation 671 
module or demand facility – of which the influence is assessed by the TSO. 672 
The ranges have been defined taking into account some general principles as well as expert’s 673 
knowledge and comparison with previous practices. Examples for general principles taken into 674 
account are: 675 
(1) Thresholds shall not be lower than the expected precision of measurements in a SCADA, 676 

including state estimation improvement. Such a precision can be estimated roughly around 677 
1 – 3 %. 678 

(2) Thresholds shall not be higher than those needed to identify a change in a flow, deemed as 679 
relevant on the basis of operators’ experience. For example, a change of more than 10 to 680 
25 % in the flow4 (due to any reason) is seen as warning information needing careful 681 
evaluation and monitoring from a dispatcher. 682 

(3) Thresholds for observability area definition should be lower than for external contingency 683 
list definition, because the observability area is at the basis of the quality of the 684 
computations and because external contingency items are a subset of items constituting the 685 
observability area. 686 

(4) Thresholds shall not be too high since only the impact of single outages are considered in 687 
the mathematical approach while, in real-time operation, the contemporaneity of different 688 
outages can appear. 689 

Besides such general principles, the influence computation method was tested using reference data 690 
sets of the Continental Europe Synchronous Area for winter 2016/2017 and summer 2017. Based 691 

                                                      
4 e.g. 200MW of change on a “big” line in 400 kV, with a N flow in the vicinity of 2000 MW 
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on the computation results, lists of elements resulting from different thresholds were generated. 692 
These were evaluated by experts of several TSOs to determine which thresholds lead to technically 693 
sensible results. These evaluations included comparisons with lists resulting from proven practices 694 
previously used in order to take into account the corresponding know-how. Based on the feedback 695 
of the TSOs experts, the different ranges of thresholds were narrowed down as much as possible. 696 
 697 
Observability influence threshold 698 

The choice of the observability power flow influence threshold (and, where relevant, of the 699 
observability voltage influence threshold) by each TSO should have the following properties: 700 

• low enough to guarantee good quality results of real-time state estimation and operational 701 
security analysis; 702 

• high enough to avoid too big observability areas (which can induce higher costs and 703 
excessive time requirements for online computations). 704 

 705 

Contingency influence threshold 706 

The choice of the contingency power flow influence threshold (and, where relevant, of the 707 
contingency voltage influence threshold) by each TSO should have the following properties: 708 

• low enough to minimize the risk that the occurrence of a contingency identified in another 709 
TSO’s control area and not in the TSO’s external contingency list could lead to a TSO’s 710 
system behaviour deemed not acceptable for any element of its internal contingency list; the 711 
occurrence of such a contingency shall notably not lead to an emergency state; 712 

• high enough to avoid too long contingencies lists that are not compatible with time 713 
requirements for operational security analysis. 714 

 715 

Relevance influence threshold 716 
The choice of the relevance power flow influence threshold (and, where relevant, of the relevance 717 
voltage influence threshold) by each TSO should have the following properties: 718 

• low enough to minimize the risk that outages of not relevant grid element could treat the 719 
security of neighbouring control areas; 720 

• high enough to avoid too long relevant asset lists that would be not necessary, thus leading 721 
to an inefficient process, potentially not compatible with time requirements of the outage 722 
coordination process. 723 

  724 
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 725 

3.6 Power flow Identification influence factors and Power Flow Filtering factors: how 726 
they are complementary 727 

The Power Flow Filtering influence factor on flows is the maximum Outage Transfer Distribution 728 
Factor5 of an external element r on any given internal element t in any scenario and taking into 729 
account any element i disconnected. 730 

Hence, 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝 expresses the increase of flow on branch t after tripping of branch r in relation to the 731 

flow on branch r in n condition (when the element i is out of service), as shown below.  732 

 733 
Figure 8 734 

 735 

When computing the Power Flow Identification influence factor, the Outage Transfer Distribution 736 
Factor (OTDF) is multiplied by the ratio of Permanent Admissible Transmission Loading between 737 
the influencing element r and the influenced element t. 738 

The Power Flow Filtering influence factor is only an image of the load transfer and is independent 739 
on the flow of the assessed element. The Power Flow Identification influence factor assesses the 740 
influence of an external element r on the internal element t taking into account the PATL of the 741 
elements involved. 742 

As a consequence, it emphasizes the consequences of a load transfer from a high capacity element 743 
on a low capacity element. This approach aims at guaranteeing that the outage of a highly loaded 744 
element does not endanger elements with a low capacity. Since influence on flows is assessed 745 
independently on the loading of the element in the investigated scenarios, using elements PATL 746 
allows simulating the consequences of highly loaded elements outages. Thus, for external 747 
contingency lists, the Power Flow Identification IF is more relevant than the Power Flow Filtering 748 
IF as it is much more significant for system security, better describing the risk of overload. 749 

Anyhow, using this approach, low PATL external elements may be excluded even if they have a 750 
high Power Flow Filtering influence factor. It could be problematic in the determination of the 751 
observability area. However, results showed that normalized approach shall be also preferred when 752 
assessing the observability area. Indeed, without normalization, many small elements located in 753 
lower voltage levels have a high influence factor. Using a non-normalized approach could lead to 754 

                                                      
5 Outage Transfer Distribution Factors (OTDFs) are a sensitivity measure of how a change in a line’s status affects 
the flows on other lines in the system 
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an important increase of elements of the observability area, although these elements are not needed 755 
to describe it correctly. 756 

The selection with a normalized approach gives results more in line with the current description of 757 
the current observability areas in Continental Europe, highlighting the regional 400kV frame.  758 

However, computation of the Power Flow Identification influence factors requires the introduction 759 
of a ratio of PATLs which can be rather high. In some cases, a high Power Flow Identification 760 
influence factor may be the result of a combination of a high PATL ratio and of an OTDF so small 761 
that it is of the same order of magnitude as the expected precision of measurements in a SCADA. 762 
Such cases must be discarded from the results by filtering elements or SGUs whose Power Flow 763 
Filtering influence factor on flows is lower than a threshold representative of the expected precision 764 
of measurements in a SCADA.  765 

Hence: an element shall be included in a set if its Power Flow Identification influence factor on 766 
flows is higher than the “Power Flow Identification threshold” provided in the CSAM or RAOCM 767 
and if its Power Flow Filtering influence factor on flows is higher than the “Power Flow Filtering 768 
threshold” provided in the CSAM or RAOCM. 769 

In the way it is computed, influence of an element on flows is independent on the load/generation 770 
pattern (as an approximation in AC approach, strictly in DC approach) which allows assessing the 771 
influence of elements on a limited number of scenarios. Annex II of this document provides more 772 
information about why the generation pattern and level of flows in the respective scenarios have a 773 
negligible effect on the influence factors calculated in accordance with CSAM and RAOCM.  774 

  775 
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4. Risk Management 776 

4.1 Introduction 777 

Coordinated operational security analyses deal with the identification of risks on the interconnected 778 
system of operational security limits violations, trying to find the appropriate remedial actions, 779 
according to SO GL Article 21, and ensuring the coordination of these remedial actions. 780 
In order to ensure system security, TSOs have to assess the consequences of events that are 781 
unscheduled but likely to occur on the system, and ensure that the grid remains secure after the 782 
occurrence of any of those events taking into account the identified remedial actions. When 783 
identifying the most effective and economically efficient remedial actions, TSOs have to make sure 784 
that the application of these remedial actions does not endanger neighbouring TSOs grid by 785 
coordinating them. This chapter covers thus the parts of SO GL Article 75 referring to principles for 786 
common risk assessment. 787 
 788 
4.2 Risk Management principles 789 

In current practices, not only in Europe but also in most large grids among the world, risk 790 
management is handled through the N-1 principle meaning that the grid operations must remain 791 
secure after the loss of any single element of the grid. This security is strengthened by the application 792 
of the N-k principle according to which the simultaneous loss of several elements that is likely and 793 
stressful enough to be taken into account does not endanger the operation of the system. 794 
This process is performed in three consecutive steps: 795 

• Identification of events to be covered 796 
• Assessment of their consequences 797 
• Identification of necessary remedial actions 798 

SO GL provide rules on how to perform those three steps. This methodology develops them by 799 
providing harmonisation for the following principles: 800 

• Definition of the type of contingency that will be monitored and the system secured against, 801 
covered by articles 7 to 11; 802 

• Definition of acceptable consequences in term of material limits or energy not supplied, 803 
covered by articles 12 to 13; 804 

• Application and when needed coordination of remedial actions, covered by articles 14 to 21. 805 

The overall process can be summarized as follows: 806 
“In addition to the Ordinary Contingencies, each TSO shall define Exceptional Contingencies 807 
fulfilling either a set of criteria based on occurrence increasing factors expressing an increase of 808 
the probability of such event or having an impact deemed unacceptable and for which the 809 
contingencies will have to be covered and will be part of the contingency list. 810 
Each TSO will assess the impact of all events of the contingency list based on simulation. 811 
For each contingency in the Contingency list, each TSO shall accept no violations of the Operational 812 
Security Limits or, in case of violation of Operational Security Limits, the result of the loss of the 813 
concerned grid elements shall 814 

• Not lead to violations of the Operational Security limits outside the Control area of the 815 
concerned TSO or outside any extension of this control area resulting from multilateral 816 
agreement with neighbouring TSOs on “Controlled area accepted consequences”; and 817 

• Respect the national obligations in term of acceptable local consequences 818 
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When necessary, each TSO will have to prepare and activate in due time preventive and/or curative 819 
remedial actions in coordination with other TSOs when required, with the support of RSCs where 820 
this is applicable.” 821 
These principles are illustrated by the diagram shown in Figure 9. Each step of this process will be 822 
further discussed in the following sub-chapters. 823 
 824 

 825 
Figure 9 826 
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4.3 Assessment of consequences 827 

Consequences of the occurrence of a contingency on the electrical system, and as a result the 828 
consequences criteria are examined in this chapter regarding the following dimensions: 829 

1. Material and operating limits; 830 

2. Extent of consequences (local or not); 831 

3. Consequences on grid users (Energy Not Supplied, Power cut). 832 

Activation of remedial action ex-ante versus ex-post the occurrence of a contingency and 833 
coordination of such remedial action when relevant are discussed in chapter 4.5. 834 
 835 
Material and Operating Limits 836 
Operational security limits are defined by TSOs to protect the people at the vicinity of the materials 837 
(near conductors), to protect the material integrity by respecting their technical limits or to respect 838 
contract commitments. 839 
According to Article 25 of SO GLs, operational security limits are specified by TSOs for each 840 
element of their transmission system taking into account voltage limits, short-circuit current limits 841 
and current limits in terms of thermal rating including the transitory admissible overloads where 842 
allowed. 843 
According to Article 35 of SO GLs, each TSO has to respect the N-1 criterion, meaning that no 844 
violation of operational security limit of any element shall occur following any contingency of his 845 
contingency list. TSOs may derogate to the N-1 criterion if the consequences do not propagate to 846 
the whole interconnected system. 847 
 848 
Evolving contingency 849 
After the occurrence of a contingency, the application of remedial actions may not suffice to solve 850 
every operational security limits violation. For safety reasons, grid elements or users in violation of 851 
their operational security limits have to be considered as disconnected also. This disconnection 852 
phenomenon may result from protection activation or action by an operator. Such events are called 853 
evolving contingencies and are said to be verifiable if each and every step can be simulated until a 854 
stable state is reached. Obviously, as SO GL Article 35(1) requires TSOs to assess that operational 855 
security limits are respected in the (N-1) situation, an evolving contingency which is not verifiable 856 
is unacceptable. 857 
To assess that a contingency is a verifiable evolving contingency, a TSO may for example perform 858 
the following iterative process: 859 

• Perform a computer based simulation of the contingency 860 
• If operational security limits are violated apply remedial actions 861 
• If those remedial actions are not sufficient or are deemed not efficient, simulate the tripping 862 

of the elements or users whose operational security limits. 863 
• Repeat from point 2 until a stable state is reached. 864 

If no stable state is reached or if the (N-1) situation can no longer be simulated, the contingency is 865 
not deemed a verifiable evolving contingency. 866 
Figure 10 shows an example of evolving contingency in which a contingency of line A leads to 867 
overloads on line B and C. With remedial actions (topology for an example) applied either in 868 
preventive or curative way, the overload on line B is solved but not the one on line C. The tripping 869 
of line C leads to a power loss limited to the grey area. 870 
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Figure 10 871 

 872 
Impact Analysis & Acceptable consequences 873 
CSAM Provides in article 13 that the consequences of a contingency occurring in a TSO’s control 874 
area are acceptable as long as they are regarded as local, meaning that they do not impact the 875 
Operational Security of the interconnected transmission system. This local extension means that 876 
they may be either restricted to the TSO’s control area where the operational security limit violation 877 
appears or spread over one or more other TSO’s control area. In the latter case, affected TSOs must 878 
jointly agree on this possibility of extension. 879 
As a conservative approach, which is the basis of SO GL, the system is considered secure as long as 880 
no contingency for the contingency list leads to operational limits violation. This may not be the 881 
most technically and economically efficient way to handle some particular contingencies as a little 882 
chance of power cut may be preferred to a costly certain remedial action activation. 883 
For this reason, CSAM introduces in article 12 the possibility that TSOs may, in the respect of their 884 
national legislation or internal rules, accept operational limits violation provided that the evolving 885 
contingency is verifiable. This means that the consequences of the tripping of the elements violating 886 
their operational limits are restricted to a known perimeter, and if all affected TSOs agree on it. 887 
In addition, as frequency is not identified by SO GL Article 25 as a physical characteristic on which 888 
TSOs have to define operational security limits since they are defined at synchronous area level, 889 
CSAM makes explicit that the consequences of a contingency monitored by TSOs must not result 890 
in a power deviation between generation and demand higher than the reference incident. 891 
 892 
4.4 Identification of contingencies 893 

Classification of Contingencies 894 
A “contingency” means the possible or real loss of any element of the transmission system, grid 895 
element or a significant grid user, or possible or real loss of any element of the distribution system 896 
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which is relevant for the transmission system's operational security. This loss cannot be predicted in 897 
advance (in that sense, a scheduled outage is not a contingency). 898 
SO GLs define 3 types of contingencies: 899 

• Ordinary contingency means the occurrence of a contingency of a single branch or injection; 900 
• Exceptional contingency means the simultaneous occurrence of multiple contingencies with 901 

a common single cause;  902 
• Out-of-range contingency means the simultaneous occurrence of multiple contingencies 903 

without a common cause, or a loss of power generating modules with a total lost capacity 904 
exceeding the reference incident. 905 

Based on those definitions, CSAM Article 7 provides the following harmonized classification of 906 
contingencies as shown in Figure 11. 907 
 908 

 909 
Figure 11 910 

Any other type of contingency resulting from the simultaneous loss of one or several grid 911 
users/elements not listed above shall be classified in one of the three categories (ordinary, 912 
exceptional or out-of-range) according to the SO GLs’ definitions. 913 

Ordinary
contingencies

= Loss of
A single line

A single cable

A single transformer

A single voltage compensation 
device

A single component of a HVDC 
system

A single power generation unit

A single demand facility

Exceptional
contingencies

= Loss of
Lines built on same tower

Cables built in same trench

Grid elements having common
fault mode

Grid users having common
process mode

Grid elements/users as a result
of the operation of a Special

Protection Scheme

Generation units (incl. Solar and 
wind farms) as a consequence of 

a voltage drop on the grid

Out-of-range 
contingencies

= Loss of
Two or more independent lines

Two or more independent cables

Two or more independent power 
or phase-shifting transformers

Two or more independent
voltage compensation devices

Two or more components of a 
HVDC system

Two or more independent grid
users (power generation unit or 

demand facility)
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Contingencies probability 914 
Through their definitions, there is no explicit link between these types and their probability of 915 
occurrence. However, this probability level is an underlying element which has been taken into 916 
consideration when these types have been defined. In that sense, 917 

1. Ordinary contingencies have a rather high probability so that they will always have to be 918 
monitored and covered, independently from any occurrence increasing factors; 919 

2. Exceptional contingencies have a probability depending on the specific factors that may 920 
increase the occurrence of a “common cause” so that these contingencies will be considered 921 
according to the presence or absence of these occurrence increasing factors and/or, 922 
independently of their probability, because of consequences high enough to balance the cost 923 
of necessary remedial actions;  924 

3. Out-of-range contingencies have such a low probability that they will never be monitored or 925 
covered, even considering the impact of occurrence increasing factors. 926 

According to the SO GLs, Exceptional Contingencies consist of multiple contingencies with 927 
common cause. The common cause refers to a structural dependency of the contingencies which 928 
makes the probability of simultaneous occurrence of these contingencies highly dependent on 929 
occurrence increasing factors such as permanent or temporary conditions like the environment, the 930 
inherent performance of the equipment, maintenance assessment,…These occurrence increasing 931 
factors can have a big or a small occurrence increasing on the probability, so that if some of them 932 
marginally alter this probability, other factors have a significant effect on this probability. 933 
"Significant" means that they lead to such an increase of the probability of occurrence that it shall 934 
change the way the concerned multiple contingency will be managed during the risk assessment. 935 
Two types of occurrence increasing factors are introduced whether they are time dependent 936 
(temporary) or not (permanent) and some examples are provided below. 937 
 938 

1. Permanent occurrence increasing factors:  939 

a. Specific geographical location6, as examples 940 

i. Lines built in mountains where the profile of the landscape and instability of 941 
the ground may increase risk of tower incident; 942 

ii. Lines or substations built close to the sea where the salt level in the air might 943 
increase the risk of equipment damages; 944 

iii. Line or substation built in very dry or desert area where temperature and sand 945 
storm might increase the risk of equipment damages. 946 

b. design conditions; 947 

i. design choices of substations like outdoor or indoor substation, air or SF6 948 
isolated substation, might change the probability of occurrence of the fault; 949 

ii. activation of Special Protection Scheme, which by definition will cause 950 
sudden disconnection of multiple grid elements. 951 

                                                      
6 The initial design of the equipment generally takes into account these specific conditions. Nevertheless, during its 
whole life, those conditions can evolve or the design can appear insufficient with consideration of the actual 
conditions of the specific location. 
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2. Temporary occurrence increasing factors, as example: 952 

a. operational conditions 953 

i. Depending on the substation design choices, the probability of a busbar fault 954 
may be increased during maintenance period; 955 

ii. Depending on the design choices, the probability of a multiple cable fault in 956 
same trench or multiple lines fault on same tower may be increased during 957 
work in the vicinity; 958 

b. weather or environmental conditions, 959 

i. Depending on design and technical choices, loss of multiple lines due to tower 960 
incident or busbar fault may be increased during severe weather conditions 961 
or environmental conditions e.g. threats of flooding, forest fires. 962 

c. life time or generic malfunction affecting risk of failure 963 

i. Aging material are subject to decreasing reliability which can increase 964 
probability of failure until replacement; 965 

ii. Generic malfunction can affect material which thus proves less reliable than 966 
expected. 967 

These examples are not exhaustive and illustrate that the conditions of application of each of these 968 
criteria are strongly depending on the design choices and technical specifications which are and have 969 
been done when developing the grid. They will have to be addressed individually by each TSO for 970 
its grid as required by CSAM Article 8 taking into account operational or weather conditions in 971 
relation with the specifications and the current state of the equipment and where available the history 972 
of incidents that occurred on the concerned grid elements. 973 
 974 
Impact of contingencies 975 
In addition to previous criteria related to the probability, it is also possible to consider criteria related 976 
to the impact, in accordance with Article 33 of SO GL. Impact means consequences but also 977 
remedial actions to cover them. Indeed, some exceptional contingencies, even with a low 978 
probability, due to the historical grid design choices or design constraints (e.g. geographical or 979 
environmental constraints leading to a structurally weak system, such as long lines or not enough 980 
meshed) may have a high impact, over the level of the local consequences which are considered as 981 
acceptable by TSO’s national rules. Such a situation can lead the TSO as required by CSAM Article 982 
10(1.d) to take into account these contingencies in order to avoid this kind of unacceptable 983 
consequences. However, such consequences should only be covered if the cost of necessary remedial 984 
actions is deemed proportionate to the risk, with respect to a very low probability of occurrence. 985 
In addition, exceptional contingencies may also lead to cross border high impact and should thus be 986 
taken into account and coordinated at inter-TSO level. In this case, CSAM Article 9 provides that 987 
affected TSOs may agree on exceptional contingencies to be included in their contingency list 988 
provided that they agree on the contingencies to cover and the maximum cost of remedial actions to 989 
cover them while ensuring that all affected TSOs are part of the agreement. TSO shall have to apply 990 
the following process to establish such agreements: 991 

• TSO A identifies an exceptional contingency with high cross-border impact which is located 992 
in TSO B’s control area and has consequences in TSO A’s control area. 993 
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• TSO A and B identify all the other TSOs affected by this contingency either because the 994 
contingency itself has consequences for those TSOs or because the remedial actions required 995 
to cover this contingency are cross-border impacting for those TSOs. 996 

• TSO A, TSO B and all the other affected TSOs agree on the conditions where such an 997 
exceptional contingency will be covered, notably the maximum cost of remedial actions 998 
above which cost of fulfilment of operational security limits shall not be deemed 999 
proportionate to the risk. 1000 

However, some ordinary contingencies, even with a high probability, due to the historical grid 1001 
design choices, shall never have consequences which are considered as inacceptable in respect with 1002 
TSO’s national rules. In such situation CSAM Article 10(4) provides that the TSO, in order to reduce 1003 
computation time and simplify the analysis of the results, may decide not to take into account these 1004 
contingencies in his contingency list (examples: loss of small grid users, small reactors, small 1005 
capacitors...) provided those contingencies are not part of the contingency list of another TSO. 1006 
 1007 
Exchange of information with neighbouring TSOs 1008 
It is also of the upmost importance that TSOs inform in due time all electrically neighbouring TSOs 1009 
(as defined in the Influence chapter) about changes in the contingency list which concern grid 1010 
elements being part of the observability area of those TSOs. This information shall allow those TSOs 1011 
assessing whether or not these new or updated contingencies shall be part or not of their external 1012 
contingency list of these TSOs. The process for ordinary contingencies is described in chapter 3. 1013 
However, the identification of external exceptional contingencies requires a TSO to be informed by 1014 
its electric neighbours of the exceptional contingencies that they identified in application of the 1015 
probability criteria. Some exceptional contingency may be covered only when operational 1016 
conditions are met (e.g. weather conditions). In this case TSOs may be informed by a neighbouring 1017 
TSO that it covers an exceptional contingency with short notice and have little time to assess whether 1018 
they should also cover it. That’s why CSAM provides a two-step process for sharing potential 1019 
exceptional contingency lists: 1020 
1. In advance, TSOs share their potential exceptional contingencies to identify if they may 1021 

endanger their grid. 1022 

2. Then, when operational conditions are met, a given TSO includes in its contingency list an 1023 
exceptional contingency and informs concerned TSOs, then those TSOs include it in their 1024 
contingency list (as an “external contingency”) if it has been identified previously as being 1025 
able to endanger their grid. 1026 

Of course, for permanently covered exceptional contingencies there is only one step: TSOs share 1027 
their permanent exceptional contingencies to identify if they may endanger their grid and if so, cover 1028 
them. 1029 
There is no need for a process to share exceptional contingencies with high impact since they are 1030 
jointly identified. 1031 
 1032 
Towards a probabilistic risk management process 1033 
According to Article 75 of SO GL, TSOs should develop common principles for risk assessment, at 1034 
least covering probabilistic approach for what concern the consideration of contingencies. Without 1035 
questioning the fact that this will remain the final target, the rules provided by CSAM are not based 1036 
on a top-down approach where a probabilistic assessment of risk will be applied by each TSO and a 1037 
harmonized threshold for acceptable risk would be defined. CSAM provides qualitative rules to 1038 
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reflect the differences in the probability of occurrence of contingency that will have to be consider  1039 
in the N-1/N-k principle based on a bottom-up approach which is reflecting current practices for 1040 
TSOs in Europe but also around the world. This approach acknowledges that a strict respect of 1041 
Article 75 requirements is not achievable in the short-term as methodologies based on full 1042 
probabilistic approaches are not mature and/or experienced enough to be translated into 1043 
requirements for TSOs that will have to be applied in operational processes.    1044 
TSOs recognize that, in the recent years, progresses towards full top-down probabilistic and/or risk 1045 
based processes for common security assessment in operational planning and in real-time activities 1046 
(as referred to in article 75 of the SO GL) have been achieved in different national or European R&D 1047 
initiatives in which TSOs have been deeply involved (e.g.: iTesla, Garpur, Umbrella…and especially 1048 
for what concern the conceptual, algorithms and tooling aspects). Nevertheless, these initiatives have 1049 
also reported that there are still important topics and questions that require additional R&D and/or 1050 
demonstration activities before becoming mature enough to be translated into pan-European 1051 
operational requirements. Among these topics we may highlight  1052 

(i) the principles identifying the collection of data and the related methodology to provide 1053 
correct evaluation of the density function of the possible grid situations and of the 1054 
probability of occurrence of contingencies, especially the exceptional ones;  1055 

(ii) the effective availability of sufficient historical data to estimate these probabilities for 1056 
each situation and each contingency 1057 

(iii)  the impact assessment on the cost/benefit and on the TSO management endorsement 1058 
of such significant changes in the way to assess the security of the system, taking into 1059 
account differences between TSOs/countries in historical grid design choices (i.e. tower 1060 
design vs wind withstanding capability, different design of substation, ) or in risk 1061 
management. 1062 

Considering the above, CSAM Article 43 provides that TSOs will describe and lay down the steps 1063 
necessary for a potential transition towards a probabilistic risk assessment through periodical reports 1064 
and will start defining and implementing a process for the collection of the relevant data. 1065 
 1066 
 1067 
4.5 Remedial actions to coordinate 1068 

Timescale for the activation of remedial actions 1069 
During operational planning processes (from year-ahead to close to real-time) security analyses are 1070 
performed with the respective grid models. In case some violations of operational security limits are 1071 
detected (in N or when a contingency is simulated), the responsible TSO(s) has/have to prepare 1072 
remedial actions to ensure security of supply for the real-time situation. In case the TSO(s) might 1073 
not be able to prepare and activate this remedial action in a timely manner after a contingency occurs 1074 
to prevent any limit violations in the system - e.g. long lead times for re-dispatch of power plants – 1075 
remedial actions have to be activated prior to the potential occurrence of the contingency and to the 1076 
investigated timeframe for compliance with the (N-1) criterion. Those remedial actions are defined 1077 
by CSAM as Preventive Remedial Actions (PRA) and are planned binding once agreed - unless not 1078 
otherwise agreed later - but are activated as close as possible to real-time (Art 21.2.b of SO GL). In 1079 
case the permanent admissible transmission loading (PATL) of equipment is violated but not the 1080 
transitory admissible transmission loading (TATL), there might exist a timeframe of several minutes 1081 
within which the TSO(s) is/are able to prepare and activate a remedial action in a timely manner - 1082 
e.g. change of PST settings, manually or automatically - to prevent any limit violations in the system. 1083 
Those remedial actions are defined by CSAM as Curative Remedial Actions (CRA) and are activated 1084 
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straight subsequent to the occurrence of the respective contingency for compliance with the (N-1) 1085 
criterion. 1086 
After the occurrence of a contingency there should be no violations of operational security limits in 1087 
the transmission system, as all TSO(s) has/have to comply with the (N-1) criterion and has/have 1088 
activated either preventive or curative remedial actions. Nevertheless, after such an occurrence, the 1089 
transmission system may be now in ‘alert state’, means a system state in which the system is within 1090 
operational security limits, but it exists at least one other contingency from the contingency list for 1091 
which, in case of its occurrence the planned remedial actions, if any, would not be sufficient to 1092 
prevent operational security limit violations. Therefore, the transmission system is no longer (N-1) 1093 
secure. Also, an unforeseen change in the electrical situation through, for example, forecast 1094 
deviations, can lead to (N-1) violations without any occurrence of a contingency. TSO(s) shall 1095 
activate in those cases a remedial action in order to ensure that the transmission system is restored 1096 
to a normal state as soon as possible and that this (N-1) situation becomes the new N-Situation (Art. 1097 
35 SO GL). Those remedial actions are defined by CSAM as Restoring Remedial Actions (RRA). 1098 
It shall be noted that PRAs and CRAs are planned during the operational planning phase, whereas 1099 
RRAs are elaborated and decided in real time. 1100 
 1101 
Identification of remedial actions to coordinate 1102 
Due to the system physics, any action applied by a TSO on its control area will theoretically 1103 
influence voltage and flows of the whole synchronous area. Fortunately, in most situations, the 1104 
effects of those actions are restricted to a small perimeter outside of which their effects remain below 1105 
the level of natural stochastic variations of the system. However, such a perimeter of measurable 1106 
effects may comprise grid elements from another TSO’s control area. When the system is operated 1107 
close to its limits, in absence of coordination between TSOs, an action applied in one TSO’s control 1108 
area may have an unforeseen and negative impact in another TSO’s control area that may lead to 1109 
global consequences. TSOs must therefore identify which remedial actions require coordination 1110 
before being implemented.  1111 
The following Figure 12 shows the simplest case of cross-border impact: to solve a constraint on an 1112 
element from its control area, TSO A needs to apply a remedial action located in its control area that 1113 
has a high influence on an element from TSO B control area. The application of such a remedial 1114 
actions has to be coordinated between TSO A and B. TSO C has not such influenced element in its 1115 
control area and shall not be involved in the coordination of the application of this remedial actions. 1116 
 1117 

 1118 
Figure 12 1119 
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The cross-border impact of a remedial action is not the same thing that the character of cross-border 1120 
relevance of a congestion. Indeed, a remedial action (e.g. a PST tap change) considered by one TSO 1121 
for solving an internal congestion, due to internal flows only, may have cross-border influence on 1122 
other TSOs control areas. On another hand, a congestion on a grid element of this TSO, due to cross-1123 
border flows (loop-flows, transit or export flows) is a cross-border congestion, but in some cases, 1124 
this congestion can be removed by a remedial action within this TSO control area, without any 1125 
impact on flows on other grid elements outside its control area. This remedial action will not be a 1126 
cross-border impacting one, but, if costly, will clearly be subject to cost-sharing agreement, as it 1127 
solves a cross-border congestion.   1128 
In the case of such cross-border congestion, CACM Article 35 and SO GL Article 76 sets the need 1129 
for TSOs to develop common proposals, at CCR level, in order to: 1130 

• identify on which grid elements operational security limits violations shall be treated as 1131 
such,  1132 

• define the remedial actions of cross-border relevance (eg: kinds, locations, minimum 1133 
efficiency…) which shall be managed in a coordinated way to remove such violations,  1134 

• identify the remedial actions of cross-border relevance which are the most effective and 1135 
economically efficient one for a given violation. 1136 

 1137 
As a result, the definition of processes to identify coordinated remedial actions aimed at solving a 1138 
cross-border congestion, more detailed than existing requirements set out in SO GL is out of the 1139 
scope of the CSAM and is to be dealt with in regional proposals (SO GL Article 76 and CACM 1140 
Article 35). Nevertheless, some common general principles to be taken into account by all TSOs 1141 
when developing these Article 76 proposals, or applied by all TSOs are provided in CSAM articles 1142 
15 to 21 (see below).  1143 
Among these principles, CSAM Article 20(3) requires that the regional process needed to achieve 1144 
the agreement on a cross-border impacting remedial action, envisaged by a TSO or by a RSC, shall 1145 
be consistent with the regional process needed to achieve the agreement on a remedial action of 1146 
cross-border relevance. 1147 
 1148 
Note also that CSAM scope does not cover the definition of cost sharing rules for costly remedial 1149 
actions (SO GL Article 76 and CACM Article 74). 1150 
 1151 
 1152 
Determination of cross-border impact 1153 
Regional operational security coordination and thus coordination of remedial actions (being cross-1154 
border impacting remedial actions or remedial actions of cross-border relevance) will be performed 1155 
in accordance with methodologies developed in application of SO GL Article 76.  1156 
CSAM Article 15 provides requirements for identifying which remedial actions a TSO shall identify 1157 
as cross-border impacting, thus needing to be coordinated before being decided to be applied. This 1158 
is done in two steps: 1159 

• Determine ex-ante which remedial actions should be or should not be coordinated 1160 
• For the other remedial actions not ex-ante classified, provide ways to determine if they 1161 

should be or should not be coordinated. 1162 

Cross border impact of remedial actions may be assessed by quantitative or qualitative assessments. 1163 
Qualitative assessments are simpler but remain mainly empiric and it seems not always feasible to 1164 
justify a good trade-off between cross-border impacting and non-cross-border impacting remedial 1165 
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actions resulting from the only application of qualitative criteria. Quantitative assessments aim at 1166 
assessing the actual influence as a change on flow and/or voltage on grid elements from other TSOs 1167 
control areas resulting from the application of the investigated remedial action. With respect with 1168 
the different ways they are applied, such quantitative assessment shall be performed: 1169 

1. On the N and (N-1) situations for preventive remedial actions 1170 
2. On the (N-1) situations for which they are considered for curative remedial actions 1171 

By default, CSAM provides a formula in Article 15(1) . This formula assesses the change of flows, 1172 
and as an option of voltage, resulting from the application of a remedial action and has the following 1173 
properties: 1174 

• The influence of a remedial action can be assessed by a TSO on its own which is especially 1175 
useful when a remedial action is designed during a coordinated operational security analysis 1176 
performed by the TSO in operational planning or on a state estimation in real time operation, 1177 

• a remedial action that does not change the set point of an HVDC system connecting two 1178 
synchronous areas has no influence on another synchronous area. 1179 

Moreover, RSC are not required to assess the cross-border impact of a remedial action that it 1180 
proposes since, by default, such a remedial action is to be agreed by affected TSOs, according to 1181 
Article 78(6) of SO GL. 1182 
CSAM also provides a default threshold in Article 15(6) for TSOs to assess whether a remedial 1183 
action shall be deemed cross-border impacting. This threshold has been derived from current TSOs 1184 
practices. Throughout Europe, a change of flows in a range of 50 to 100 MW in absolute is 1185 
deemed significant enough so that it has to be coordinated. That’s why a relative change of flows 1186 
of 5% of PATL has been proposed as a default threshold assuming an average capacity for a 1187 
400 kV line of 1,500 MW. This threshold may be decided as at CCR level to adapt to regional 1188 
specific situations. 1189 
 1190 
Remedial actions coordination 1191 
Cross-border impacting remedial actions shall be subject to coordination having in mind that 1192 

• The higher the number of cross-border impacting remedial action is, the more complex will 1193 
the coordination process be, 1194 

• If there were no coordination at all, TSOs would have to apply increased security margins to 1195 
avoid that non-coordinated remedial actions implemented by other TSOs endanger their grid. 1196 

Therefore, CSAM Article 17 provides that: 1197 
• Coordinating a remedial action means to inform affected TSOs about the reasons why this 1198 

remedial action is designed and ensure that all those affected TSOs accept its 1199 
implementation. 1200 

• Preventive and Curative Remedial Actions that are deemed cross-border impacting have to 1201 
be coordinated 1202 

• Restoring Remedial Actions that are deemed cross-border impacting have to be coordinated 1203 
when the system is in alert state 1204 

• Restoring Remedial Actions that are deemed cross-border impacting have to be coordinated 1205 
only when operational conditions allow it when the system is in emergency state 1206 
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This approach allows to adapt the coordination to the criticality of the situation: as long as the system 1207 
remains in normal state or alert state, only the occurrence of a contingency may endanger the grid 1208 
whereas when the system is in emergency state remedial actions may have to be implemented 1209 
quickly to prevent the system from collapsing. 1210 
In addition, Article 19 provides some requirements on the operational application of the principles 1211 
setup in SO GL regarding the timings of application of the remedial actions on the electrical system. 1212 
However, this article provides flexibility to anticipate the activation of preventive remedial actions 1213 
as long as this does not endanger the grid. Indeed, in some quickly changing situations, such as 1214 
mornings where several planned outages must start around the same time or when market conditions 1215 
lead to huge change of flow, operators in control room may not have time to implement all the 1216 
remedial actions required in a short time. Implementing remedial actions earlier discharges operators 1217 
from those peaks of workload and allows a more secure operation of the system by reducing the 1218 
stress and thus the probability of human errors. 1219 
 1220 
Consistency of the different proposals pursuant to Article 76 1221 
In order to achieve the needed consistency between the different proposals for regional coordination 1222 
required by Article 76 of SO GL, while leaving enough flexibility for each of them to address 1223 
regional specific technical issues and organisation, CSAM defines in Article 20 some fundamental 1224 
elements which have to be defined/taken into account in/by each of these proposals, such as: define 1225 
the grid elements to be monitored, how to take account of previously agreed remedial actions, what 1226 
shall be the outputs of the process and what it shall ensure at least in terms of coordination. 1227 
 1228 
Finally, in order also to achieve consistency of practices among all TSOs: 1229 

• Article 18 provides principles regarding which remedial actions shall be deemed 1230 
available by a TSO for regional coordination purposes 1231 

• Article 21 provides principles to clarify which activities can be done by a TSO to prepare 1232 
IGMs and to define which remedial actions can/shall be included in these IGMs; 1233 

 1234 
  1235 
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5. Uncertainties 1236 

5.1 Introduction 1237 

 1238 
Coordinated operational security analyses deal with the identification of risks on the interconnected 1239 
system of operational security limits violations, trying to find the appropriate remedial actions, 1240 
according to SO GL Article 21, and ensuring the coordination of these remedial actions. According 1241 
to SO GL, these analyses are done on a common grid model in the operational planning phase. 1242 
Uncertainties may have a visible effect on these coordinated operational security analyses, since in 1243 
some cases operational security limits violations, which were not previously identified may arise in 1244 
real time, or remedial actions prior agreed may not be enough or on the contrary may not be 1245 
necessary any more. This methodology handles uncertainties in order to reduce these undesirable 1246 
effects. 1247 
 1248 
5.2 Uncertainties: what are they, what is their impact on operational security 1249 
analysis? 1250 

TSOs must face different sources of uncertainties that affect coordinated operational security 1251 
analysis results: uncertainties regarding injection that can appear in the demand or in the generation, 1252 
uncertainties related to the market and finally other uncertainties such as the forced outages, 1253 
effective topology, dynamic line ratings, values decided based on weather conditions, etc. 1254 
 1255 
Generation 1256 
Uncertainties related to renewable generation have an impact on coordinated operational security 1257 
analyses, the greater when insufficiently forecasted. This kind of intermittent generation depends 1258 
heavily on weather conditions so the output generation is highly variable and can originate very 1259 
diverse scenarios. In this sense, the great challenge for renewable energy forecast is precisely 1260 
predicting sudden changes in power generation, since an unforeseen ramp-down or ramp-up in 1261 
renewable generation can become a challenging difficulty to cope with for the system. Since 1262 
installed renewable generation is increasing in almost all countries, the effect of this kind of 1263 
uncertainties is becoming more and more relevant.  1264 
 1265 
Time horizon has a significant influence in these uncertainties since the forecast error is drastically 1266 
reduced for the first hours. There is also an important influence of the area size analysed, since this 1267 
generation depends heavily on weather conditions, forecast error increases for small areas while 1268 
when aggregating a whole country production, the forecast error decreases significantly. 1269 
 1270 
Demand 1271 
Demand vary significantly from one moment to another, nevertheless daily, weekly and seasonally 1272 
patterns can be established. Even though these patterns can be forecasted, there are also other factors 1273 
that can influence demand such as weather conditions consequently any error in weather forecast 1274 
will be transferred to demand forecast; other factors like particular events (holidays, strikes...) 1275 
equally affect these patterns. 1276 
There is also a source of uncertainties in the reactive part of demand due to high variability of 1277 
reactive load and effects of DSO compensation procedures. Nodal allocation of load on nodes 1278 
represented in the data model, resulting of an aggregation process also generates active and reactive 1279 
uncertainties. Whereas reactive power uncertainties can be quite significant, their main impact is 1280 
local, therefore it is not covered in this methodology. 1281 
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 1282 
Although load has been a traditional source of uncertainty in the past, nowadays load forecasting is 1283 
considerably more accurate as a result of TSO’s experience and also recurring and predictable 1284 
patterns in load profiles. Uncertainty levels nevertheless increase significantly with the time horizon, 1285 
notably for areas with high dependency of load on weather conditions. Load forecast accuracy is 1286 
significantly better at aggregated level (region, country) than at nodal level. In the future, load 1287 
forecasting is expected to become more difficult because of the volatility which will be introduced 1288 
by emerging paradigms, such as demand response growth, EV charging etc. They are not captured 1289 
in the current version of CSAM. 1290 
 1291 
Market uncertainties 1292 
A source of uncertainty can be identified for horizons greater than the difference between real time 1293 
and last intraday gate, since market participants try to reduce their expected imbalance or maximize 1294 
their profit by playing on the intra-day markets (cross-border or internally), making the schedules 1295 
of dispatchable generation more difficult to predict the day ahead or in intraday far from the real 1296 
time.  1297 
 1298 
Other uncertainties 1299 
Another source of uncertainties are incidents that can occur in the transmission grid such as the 1300 
tripping of elements: lines, double circuits or busbars. These events cause unforeseen changes in the 1301 
topology of the network which will affect the results of the security analysis.  1302 
Finally, as coordinated operational security analyses are run on common grid model, built in day-1303 
ahead or intraday for short-terms studies, it is also essential that TSOs avoid any additional 1304 
uncertainties on the results which happen because of mistakes in the individual grid models used to 1305 
build CGMs, e.g. on preferred topology, planned outages inclusion, inclusion of already agreed 1306 
preventive remedial actions… 1307 
 1308 
5.3 Objectives of security analyses  1309 

In the operational planning phase, security analyses are run in order to: 1310 
• Identify the capability of realizing the simultaneous planned unavailability of assets, 1311 

including design of remedial actions to facilitate them 1312 
• Evaluate the expected capability of the system to respect the operational security limits in 1313 

the N situation or after the simulation of one contingency of the contingency list, including 1314 
design of remedial actions needed to remove identified constraints  1315 

Those studies are run in two main timeframes, long-term typically from year-ahead to week-ahead 1316 
(potentially up to D-2) and short term from day-ahead towards intraday. 1317 
The methodology focuses on the conditions required to realize those coordinated security analyses, 1318 
in addition to requirements provided in SO GL. Coordinated SA are needed as soon as impacts on 1319 
the interconnected system are evaluated. According to SO GL, those coordinated security analyses 1320 
can be run by a TSO or by an RSC (on a regional perspective). In all cases, they shall be done on a 1321 
CGM and remedial actions shall be coordinated where they have cross-border impacts. 1322 
In the long-term, TSOs face a lot of uncertainties (e.g. no market position; no forecast of weather-1323 
dependant RES; weather impact on long-term trends such as hydro generation level; unplanned long-1324 
lasting forced outages…). Hence, they assess the system security on the basis of scenarios, either 1325 
representative of average situations or of more severe ones. Although the uncertainties are relatively 1326 
high, those studies are necessary to ensure needed long-term processes (outage planning, long-term 1327 
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capacity calculations) or prepare in advance measures to face expected risks. In general, in such a 1328 
long-term, remedial actions are assessed as needed (e.g. choice of a given topology) but they are not 1329 
yet decided definitively. 1330 
In the short term, the degree of uncertainty tends to decrease, e.g. RES inputs can be forecasted, load 1331 
forecasts are quite accurate, generation location and level is available through scheduling processes, 1332 
… Nevertheless, at a given time ahead of real-time, a level of uncertainty always remains, notably 1333 
the effects of forthcoming intraday market activities, forecast errors, forced outages...  1334 
The objective of coordinated security analyses in the short-term is to assess the security of the system 1335 
on the coming hours of the day (ideally continuously, in practice on e.g. hourly timestamps) more 1336 
and more precisely, to fine tune the need for RA and their design, including coordination, and to 1337 
decide their application at the latest taking into consideration their needed activation time. This 1338 
means that security shall be reassessed sufficiently frequently, or when a special event triggers the 1339 
need for a reassessment. In terms of regular updates of the security assessment, there is no uniform 1340 
answer across Europe either in terms of frequency or of most adequate timings. This depends on 1341 
multiple issues such as intra-day market activity, RES impact on flows, RES and load forecast 1342 
accuracy, time needed to activate remedial actions. 1343 
In the short-term period, agreed remedial actions are implemented the closest to the real time, taking 1344 
into consideration the delay to activate them (which can be up to 24 -48 hours for some plant start-1345 
up). As these decisions are taken based on data affected by uncertainties, an appropriate balance 1346 
must be adopted between: 1347 

• Using conservative margins to avoid any risk of not-anticipated constraint, at the cost of 1348 
increasing the number and costs of needed remedial actions; this is specially impacting when 1349 
the kind of constraint requests the use of costly remedial actions on generation to be 1350 
implemented long before real time –due to 24-48 hours delay- where uncertainty levels are 1351 
still relatively high. Moreover, as this kind of conservative decision can be judged in real-1352 
time finally not necessary, if this happens regularly, this can lead to a loss of confidence in 1353 
the studies and decisions made in the operational planning phase; 1354 

• Using less conservative margins with the risk of facing constraints identified only closer to 1355 
real-time with limited available remedial actions solutions (due to the fact that some are no 1356 
more available), ultimately leading to the risk of N-1 security violation. 1357 

 1358 

5.4 Managing Uncertainties 1359 

As described previously, the handling of uncertainties is an issue for TSOs to address, and is a 1360 
challenge to be managed in processes in all timeframes of operational planning. This is indeed a 1361 
wider question as it also concerns work areas such as network planning, asset management, and 1362 
market design.  1363 
Based on varying conditions and area of application, various strategies for addressing uncertainties 1364 
have been developed. Below follows a description of the strategies considered as possibilities to 1365 
address the requirements for assessing and dealing with uncertainties, notably of generation and load 1366 
in the context of SO GL: 1367 
  1368 
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 1369 
Use more stressed values than the forecast 1370 

This approach consists in replacing the expected value (or reference value such as the 1371 
average) by another one which allows one to stress the system and therefore will prevent 1372 
missing the detection of unsecure situations resulting from underestimation of injections. 1373 
General advantages with this method are related to providing more secure results and ease 1374 
of implementation for analyses whilst the challenges relate to preparing scenarios combining 1375 
different stresses and the interpretation of results, notably with respect to the decreasing 1376 
probability of the more stressed values. A further risk with such an approach is that it may 1377 
lead to increased volumes of remedial actions to be activated which after the fact may prove 1378 
to have been unnecessary. 1379 
 1380 
Use margins on results 1381 

This approach, in general, consists of keeping a margin when evaluating the results of the 1382 
security analysis in order to secure the evaluation against effects of uncertainties.  1383 
A simple method is to evaluate the violations of operational security limits by applying a 1384 
constant security parameter on those limits: for example, checking computed flows against 1385 
PATL or TATL reduced by 5%, or applying a statistically calculated margin per branch. 1386 
The advantage with an approach using margins is that an approach can be developed to be 1387 
similar in application and interpretation as reliability margin in capacity calculation. The 1388 
disadvantages are related to the complexity and data requirements for the statistical analysis 1389 
as well as the fact that the intuitiveness of results may not be compatible with operational 1390 
processes for short term studies. A further disadvantage is that the approach may, as with 1391 
using “stressed values” lead to an increase of volumes of remedial actions to be activated, 1392 
which after the fact may prove to have been unnecessary.  1393 
 1394 
Examine sensitivity of results 1395 

This approach is based on a full probabilistic description of input variables and possible 1396 
events to evaluate the probabilistic expectation of N-1 violations or alert/emergency state. 1397 
Such a method may be advantageous as results showing which contingencies have the 1398 
highest probability to cause violations can displayed and which could be made even more 1399 
useful, if combined with severity index, as a tool for decision making in preparing remedial 1400 
actions. However, such a probabilistic approach is not in line with the current dominance of 1401 
deterministic methods, and therefore there is also a lack of tools, data and understanding for 1402 
such an approach to be implemented by all TSOs in the medium term of several years. 1403 
 1404 
Use “best forecast” values combined with update requirements. 1405 

The “best forecast” values method consists of the utilization of the best available forecast 1406 
value for the injections. It is the classical method, mostly used by all TSOs. The best forecast 1407 
value is either the result of a forecast model (mainly for day-ahead or intraday studies) or is 1408 
a fixed value, normally equal to the average value for the studied day. In order to properly 1409 
manage the effects of uncertainties of generation and load using best forecasts it is important 1410 
that the forecasts are updated at a sufficient frequency to make sure that changes in the 1411 
forecast that may affect the results of security analysis is captured. 1412 
The advantages of a “best forecast” approach are that it is a well-known and proven approach 1413 
and that the results are suited for process constraints and are sufficiently simple and intuitive 1414 
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to be easily analysed in short term studies. The disadvantages of such an approach are 1415 
obviously related to the accuracy of forecasts and this approach is therefore not suitable for 1416 
timeframes longer than D-1 or D-2. Such an approach obviously is less robust than other 1417 
approaches which consider margins or more stressed situations, but therein also lies the 1418 
advantage that it seems reasonable that remedial actions are only set up when operational 1419 
security violations are identified based on best available forecasts. 1420 

It is worth noting that only the last two approaches (probabilistic and “best forecast”) are not 1421 
introducing a “risk aversion” bias. 1422 
 1423 
Suggested approaches 1424 
As the requirements in SO GL is focused on operational planning from year ahead to real time 1425 
operation it is important to mention that, in addition to achieving a balance between being too 1426 
conservative or risking security violations as mentioned in the section Roles and organisation of 1427 
security analysis in operational planning, choosing of a strategy for assessing and dealing with 1428 
uncertainties of generation and load must necessarily consider the following aspects: 1429 

i. what are the current/expected operational process/es 1430 
ii. capabilities of existing tools  1431 

iii. availability of data required 1432 
iv. timeframes in which processes must be completed 1433 
v. the need for operators to make decisions based on the results and therefore the intuitiveness 1434 

of the results, including their appropriateness a posteriori, which drives the confidence put 1435 
by operators in the decisions made in the operational planning phase. 1436 

Choice for Long Term studies 1437 
The chosen approach for long term studies is that the scenarios which shall be used as a basis for the 1438 
long-term security analysis studies, described in Article 72(1)(a) or (b) or for outage coordination 1439 
following Articles 98(3), 100(3) and (4), are the scenarios required according to SO GL Art 65.  1440 

However, these scenarios can be seen as average or fixed observed values and would therefore not 1441 
sufficiently cover uncertainties to allow studies such as those required for outage coordination. For 1442 
example; how would three TSOs combine their needs where TSO A would require a scenario with 1443 
low wind infeed to be studied to be assured that a line may be put in maintenance for a longer period 1444 
of time, whilst TSO B may require to study a situation with high hydro infeed for some time during 1445 
the same duration, and even TSO C needing to study a situation with high wind infeed. Extrapolating 1446 
this problem to all European TSOs would of course not be a sustainable solution.  1447 

The suggestion is therefore to allow local scenarios, letting each TSO decide for which operational 1448 
planning activities those local scenarios are to be considered, in addition to the common scenarios 1449 
mentioned above, and shall inform the TSOs of its capacity calculation region or of its outage 1450 
coordination region and the relevant RSCs about the content of those local scenarios and their usage 1451 
purpose. This is similar to the existing requirement in SO GL Art 80(3)(c) for TSOs to provide the 1452 
regional security coordinator with scenarios to detect and solve regional outage planning 1453 
incompatibilities, but an extension. To cover these scenarios with IGMs from all TSOs and 1454 
consequently CGMs could potentially results in an unmanageable number of IGMs/CGMs. 1455 
Therefore, all TSOs shall not be required to create an IGM per local TSO scenario, but rather the 1456 
requesting TSO should define, in coordination with other TSOs of the concerned capacity 1457 
calculation region, which grid models shall be used to study these local scenarios. Furthermore, 1458 
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these grid models shall be derived from the common grid models established pursuant to SO GL Art 1459 
67, using appropriate substitutes or derived models where appropriate.  1460 

In this way sufficient stresses can be applied locally to ensure an acceptable level of confidence in 1461 
the security analyses studies whilst maintaining coordination and commonly agreed scenarios.  1462 

 1463 
Choice for short term studies 1464 
The chosen strategy in this methodology is to consolidate on the basis of proven stable solutions, 1465 
namely combining using best forecasts with specific requirements on regular updates of the 1466 
forecasts, considered along with the requirements which TSOs are to fulfil in the application of 1467 
CACM and SO GL.  1468 

The strategy can be summarised such that each TSO shall perform a coordinated operational security 1469 
analysis on the basis of a best forecast approach where the forecasted situation of each timestamp of 1470 
the next day shall be established in accordance with the following:  1471 

 1472 

o Considering that a margin in line with Article 22 of Regulation (EU) 2015/1222 shall be 1473 
already taken into account for capacity calculation processes (in a context of large 1474 
uncertainties and big approximations, with the goal to offer firm capacity to market 1475 
participants whatever happens after), whereas the goal of the operational security analysis is 1476 
fully different and is to identify expected operational security limit violations and consequent 1477 
needed remedial actions, each TSO shall not take into account any reliability margin to its 1478 
operational security limits when evaluating the results of the coordinated operational security 1479 
analysis. In the same way, each TSO shall not include in its day-ahead individual grid models 1480 
any reliability margin to the operational security limits.  1481 

o Individual grid models and subsequent common grid models, created in the application of 1482 
Article 70(2) of SO GL and according to the methodology of Article 70(1) of SO GL, shall 1483 
include load and intermittent generation forecasts established on the basis of the latest 1484 
available forecasts for load and intermittent generation built according to CSAM Article 37 1485 
and Article 38. The detailed requirements for forecast updates are discussed in more detail 1486 
in section 5.5, but these requirements are aimed at handling the uncertainties related to 1487 
specifically intermittent generation and load.  1488 

o Individual grid models and subsequent common grid models, created in the application of 1489 
article 70(2) of SO GL and according to the methodology of Article 70(1) of SO GL, shall 1490 
also include market results, schedules, and planned topology of the transmission system. 1491 
This article of SO GL already requires TSOs to provide updated inputs where market results 1492 
and consequent generation schedules are available –they are expected to be accurately 1493 
provided by market participants, and at the right level of granularity needed by the TSO, on 1494 
the basis of the application of SO GL articles 40 to 53-, as well as it requires the TSO to 1495 
provide an updated forecast of its grid topology. 1496 

o Agreed remedial actions (or unilaterally decided by TSOs, when they are allowed to do so) 1497 
shall be included in individual grid models and subsequent common grid models as required 1498 
in Article 21 of CSAM. This requirement implies that TSOs shall include all remedial 1499 
actions, including countertrading and redispatching in IGMs, thereby reducing this source of 1500 
uncertainty and allowing for this to be accounted for in subsequent analysis. 1501 
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For D-1 security analysis specific synchronized timings are also set for coordination to allow all 1502 
TSOs and RSCs to work on data established at the same moment.  1503 

For the intraday timeframe specific requirements are set in the CGM methodology developed 1504 
pursuant to Article 70(1) as to the minimum number of IGM updates in, which will enable all TSOs 1505 
and RSCs to perform their security analyses on the basis of these updates. On top of that, notably in 1506 
the regions which these minimum global update forecasts are seen as not sufficient with respect to 1507 
the variability of the forecasts, eg due to high level of RES or very active intraday markets, TSOs 1508 
are further required to determine additional IGM updates frequency and the corresponding frequency 1509 
of intraday coordination of operational security analysis, per CCR, by application of SO GL Art 76-1510 
77.  1511 

Any approach which is based on forecast updates is also dependant on monitoring of the results and 1512 
implementing corrective actions where this is required.   This is covered by monitoring tasks 1513 
required in SO GL. SO GL Articles 15(4) (b) and (d) require reporting of events which have occurred 1514 
due to forecast discrepancies. In addition SO GL article 17 (2) (b) requires reporting from the RSC 1515 
on events, remedial actions and cost. In addition to these requirements for reporting, Article 70 (5) 1516 
of SO GL also requires each TSO to assess the accuracy of the variables specified in 70 (3), and 1517 
then corrective actions in accordance with Article 70 (6) of SO GL in case of the TSO assesses this 1518 
accuracy is not sufficient.   1519 

With consideration to the expected continuation of a regular increase of the impact of uncertainties, 1520 
mainly those resulting of RES/load injections and of intraday internal and external trades (up to the 1521 
gate closure), TSOs also identify the selected approach (best forecast and sufficient updating 1522 
frequency) could become insufficient in the coming years and there may be a need to study an 1523 
enhanced approach using margins when analysing the results of security analysis (and consecutive 1524 
remedial action decisions) run several hours ahead of real-time. This is however not the current 1525 
choice described in the present CSAM but could be foreseen in future evolutions of the 1526 
methodology. At least CSAM article 39 requires to regularly review the adequacy to the needs of 1527 
the minimum frequency for providing IGMs updates by all TSOs which are defined in the CGM 1528 
methodology. 1529 

 1530 
Handling of specific weather risks or other exceptional not planned event 1531 
When a TSO expects exceptional situations to be faced, resulting from out-of-range contingency 1532 
(e.g. destruction of several assets after a windstorm), its general behaviour is to analyse in advance 1533 
what could be the consequences of such events, and coordinate with potentially concerned TSOs, 1534 
either because they could be affected or because they could help to face the situation. In some cases, 1535 
the time needed to come back to normal state can be long, up to several days/weeks. The 1536 
requirements set up in CSAM article 25 are established to ensure a consistent approach of all TSOs 1537 
in that type of situations. 1538 

 1539 

5.5 Forecast updates principles  1540 

Setting a definitive target in terms of maximum error which should not be exceeded is an 1541 
unachievable objective, since there is a lack of definitive basis on which it can be based. For example 1542 
it cannot be simply compared to the reserves needed for facing the reference incident for generation 1543 
disconnection, because this event is sudden and located in one node, additionally defining a 1544 
maximum error to be compliant with could lead to difficulties since predictability of intermittent 1545 
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generation, and also load, is very variable in different zones of Europe depending on the instability 1546 
of weather conditions; being more difficult to remain below the maximum error for certain zones.  1547 
The empiric target which has been taken into account to determine forecast update requirements is 1548 
to avoid that lack of adequate forecast would lead to errors due to RES greater than an order of 2-4 1549 
% of the reference load for each control area. This value is in the magnitude of observed errors on 1550 
load forecast, and can be deemed as adequate, as experience shows that it can be managed by TSOs. 1551 
Requirements are defined with respect to the “reference load” of each control area. This reference 1552 
load in the following has been taken as the average load (total consumption energy (in MWh) in the 1553 
control area divided by the number of hours in the year). 1554 
 1555 
 1556 
Forecast updates of intermittent generation 1557 
Requirements are different according to level of installed intermittent generation in order to maintain 1558 
the level of error of 2-4% of the reference load. 1559 
As regard the types of intermittent generation subject to requirements on forecasts, the requirements 1560 
concern only the intermittent generation types which are highly sensitive to rapidly changing 1561 
weather conditions from one hour to another one in the same day. Slower varying level of 1562 
intermittent generation (e.g. run-of river hydro) are not subject to those requirements as it is expected 1563 
that their slow variations are sufficiently anticipated and compensated. This means that the following 1564 
requirements apply only to wind and solar generation. It could be extended in the future if other 1565 
weather sensitive technologies of intermittent generation would develop. 1566 
As regards wind or solar generation forecast, current experience shows that their forecast depends 1567 
firstly on the weather forecast, those forecasts can be improved by the use of multiple tools and can 1568 
be strongly improved for forecasts of several hours ahead if an estimation of actual generation is 1569 
taken into account in the forecast algorithm. Due to the fact that weather forecast is updated twice a 1570 
day at Pan-European level, requirements based only on weather forecast must not exceed this 1571 
frequency. As forecasts can be strongly improved if real time measurements or estimation of actual 1572 
generation are taken into account in the forecast algorithm, in the case of a high level of RES 1573 
installed capacity estimation of actual generation is included in the requirements in those cases in 1574 
which it has been verified that the use of this estimation improves forecast accuracy. It may also be 1575 
the case that it is not feasible to obtain real time measurements, for example in the case of PV on 1576 
roofs. 1577 
There is no requirement of forecasts updates for those TSOs with a level of intermittent generation 1578 
less than 1% of the reference load, since until this level of generation there is a non-relevant effect 1579 
in transmission system from this source of energy. 1580 
TSOs for which the level of intermittent generation in their control area is “moderate” (defined from 1581 
1% until 10% of the reference load) must have at least a forecast available for each hour and 1582 
established once a day. Errors in forecast for the 24 hours horizon can typically reach up to a 1583 
maximum of 20% of installed capacity that could involve errors of up to 2% of the reference load.  1584 
TSOs with a “medium” level of intermittent generation installed capacity in their control area 1585 
(defined from 10 to 40 % of the reference load), must have at least the forecast updated 2 times in 1586 
intraday; errors in forecast for the 12 hours horizon are thus reduced and can typically reach up to a 1587 
maximum of 8% of installed capacity which could involve errors of up to about 3% of the reference 1588 
load.  1589 
TSOs with a “high” level of intermittent generation installed capacity in their control area (above 1590 
40 % of the reference load) must have forecast updated every hour taking into account real time 1591 
measurement or at least estimation of generation provided it has been verified that the use of this 1592 
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estimation improves forecast accuracy. Errors in forecast are thus further reduced for the 1 hour 1593 
horizon.  1594 
In summary one could say that the increase in forecast frequency in relation to installed capacity is 1595 
aimed at creating a good balance between costs incurred for establishing forecasts whilst aiming for 1596 
a level of security achieved by keeping the expected error to within 4% of average load. This 1597 
balanced approach is in line with SO GL Article 4(2) requesting a principle of optimisation between 1598 
costs and overall efficiency in its implementation.  1599 
 1600 
Forecast updates of load 1601 
Requirements of load concern only active power since although reactive power uncertainties are 1602 
quite significant, their main impact is local so is not covered by this methodology.  1603 
The parameter selected to determine the frequency for updating load forecast has been load’s 1604 
temperature dependency. The chosen value has been a MW/ºC gradient greater than 1%, since 1605 
weather forecasts is usually accurate to within +/- 2ºC, which could imply a variation of load of 2%, 1606 
in line with error level established. It should be stressed that although the gradient of the load’s 1607 
temperature dependency has been selected as the parameter to determine the requirement for the 1608 
frequency for updating the load forecast, this value has been selected as a common criterion for all 1609 
TSOs of primary importance. It is therefore still the responsibility of each TSO to include other 1610 
information required to establish an accurate load forecast. Examples of other information could 1611 
include: meteorological data such as cloud cover or precipitation; information from market 1612 
participants such BRPs; demand side response or the price elasticity of the load. 1613 
 1614 

 1615 
 1616 

  1617 
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6. RSC Coordination 1618 

This part of the supporting document deals with Art 75(1)(d) which requires all TSOs to develop 1619 
“requirements on coordination and information exchange between regional security coordinators 1620 
in relation to the tasks listed in Article 77(3)”. 1621 
Article 77, notably its paragraph 3, requires all TSOs of each CCR to delegate to one or more RSCs 1622 
the following tasks at regional level: 1623 

- Regional operational security coordination in accordance with Art 78 1624 
- Build of CGM in accordance with Art 79 1625 
- Regional outage coordination in accordance with Art 80 1626 
- Regional adequacy assessment in accordance with Art 81. 1627 

In a meshed system, when a RSC provides its tasks to the TSOs in accordance with Art 77, it can be 1628 
expected that the issued proposals (and then the decisions once made by TSOs) may have adjacent 1629 
effects on other TSOs having delegated these tasks to another RSC, while there maybe also 1630 
additional opportunities for the RSC to provide alternative proposals using remedial actions located 1631 
within the control areas of these other TSOs. 1632 
As a result, RSCs shall provide their tasks with an adequate level of coordination between them. 1633 
This is explicitly mentioned in each of the SO GL Articles 78 to 81. This implies also requirements 1634 
on information exchange between the RSCs to support this coordination, leading to an adequate 1635 
level of interoperability between them. CSAM Chapter 5 provides the corresponding pan-European 1636 
requirements. 1637 
It shall be noted that when developing these requirements, TSOs7  have taken into account the need 1638 
for a right balance between  1639 

(i) establishing pan-European requirements which provide common sets of rules absolutely 1640 
needed to ensure the capability for coordination between all RSCs 1641 

(ii) leaving enough flexibility for TSOs of each CCR to determine different organisations or 1642 
execution features (e.g. frequency and conditions of intra-day CGM and regional security 1643 
analyses updates), depending on the regional characteristics, in accordance with SO GL 1644 
articles 76 and 77. 1645 

The pan-European requirements defined in CSAM cover general needs for inter-RSC coordination 1646 
and specific needs as regards each of the four tasks. 1647 
 1648 
6.1 General requirements 1649 

In order to ensure feasibility of the inter-RSC coordination, CSAM Art 26 requires the use of English 1650 
for all kind of information exchange between RSCs and requires a 24/7 availability so that any 1651 
request for coordination coming from one RSC can be addressed by another one. Nevertheless, 1652 
taking into account that, contrary to TSCNet and Coreso, new RSCs have to be set-up in order to 1653 
implement SO GL, and consequently have to progressively consolidate their operational 1654 
organization, Art 26 provides that if a RSC is not able to provide 24/7 availability, a back-up solution 1655 
shall be defined by the RSC and its TSOs to allow possible exchange of information at the request 1656 
of other RSCs during the periods this RSC is unavailable. 1657 
As mentioned before, RSCs zones of analyse/recommendations cannot be totally independent 1658 
because of the interconnection of the system (this is true even when the zones are linked by HVDC 1659 
links). Thus, it is important that the RSCs and their TSOs identify precisely the part of their areas 1660 
which interact, in order that they specially coordinate their work on these areas. More precisely, to 1661 
ensure an efficient delivery of the tasks, notably coordinated regional operational security 1662 
                                                      
7 Indeed, this part of the CSAM has been developed by a working group consisting of TSO and RSC representatives 
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assessment, each couple of RSCs and their TSOs are required in Art 27 to determine their 1663 
“overlapping zone”, in terms of lists of network elements monitored by each RSC, and list of typical 1664 
remedial actions used to solve congestions. As regards remedial actions, they have also to identify 1665 
those which are qualified as “cross-regional” ones. This last notion means that such a remedial 1666 
action, considered by one RSC to solve a congestion, may have a sufficient impact on a TSO who 1667 
has delegated its tasks to the other RSC, so that this impacted TSO and its RSC shall be included in 1668 
the agreement of such a remedial action. 1669 
 1670 
6.2 Requirements linked to CGM build  1671 

As the CGM is a fundamental input for the delivery of the 3 other tasks required by SO GL (as well 1672 
as delivery of capacity calculation task), the highest possible level of availability for the CGMs has 1673 
to be ensured via a relevant organization set up by the RSCs. It is the objective of Article 29 which 1674 
aim at organizing RSCs so that they ensure an absence of interruption of the service. Note that this 1675 
objective is possible, while demanding for all RSCs to implement it, because the “CGM build” task 1676 
is functionally identical from one region to another one, whereas it would be difficult to set the same 1677 
requirements for other tasks, as they can be organized differently (e.g. different tools, different 1678 
timescales, different human expertise role…) and need regional expertise. 1679 
CSAM also recognizes that the quality of the IGMs provided by the TSOs is a fundamental pillar in 1680 
the creation of a consistent CGM, on which other tasks can be delivered with a sufficient accuracy. 1681 
According to SO GL Art 79(1), each RSC shall check the quality of the IGMs in order to contribute 1682 
to building the CGM for each mentioned time-frame in accordance with the CGM methodology 1683 
provisions. In addition, CSAM article 28 requires them to monitor the correct inclusion of all the 1684 
previously agreed coordinated remedial actions in the IGMs by the TSOs, because the experience 1685 
shows that any mistake in this inclusion is a risk of confusion and inappropriate diagnosis or decision 1686 
by the affected TSOs. 1687 
 1688 
6.3 Requirements linked to coordinated regional operational security assessment  1689 

The coordinated regional operational security assessment process is performed at RSC level based 1690 
on a regional methodology defined in the scope of application of Art 76 and 78 of SO GL, and taking 1691 
into account requirements set-up in CSAM. As a result, these regional methodologies have 1692 
necessarily some common features such as:  1693 

• A list of contingencies that are simulated during the process 1694 
• A list of grid elements that are monitored during the process (following CSAM Article 20) 1695 
• A list of remedial actions that are used to solve congestions during the process 1696 
• Some specific exchange modalities and timestamps during the process to share and agree on 1697 

the congestions and the Remedial Actions used to solve them. 1698 
 1699 

As a matter of fact, there is a need to properly coordinate these elements at an inter-RSC level to 1700 
ensure that: 1701 

(a) there is no confusion on what is monitored,  1702 
(b) the results of the security analyses are shared and they can be cross-checked between RSCs 1703 

for overlapping zones if needed 1704 
(c) the remedial actions proposed and agreed on do not introduce problems at the cross-regional 1705 

level.  1706 
As already mentioned, point (a) is covered by CSAM Article 26. Point (b) is covered by Article 32, 1707 
requesting to exchange at least the results of security analyses on the overlapping zones and, the 1708 
need for remedial actions. Point (c) is covered by Article 30 combined with Article 27. 1709 
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 1710 
At the same time, the coordination between RSCs shall aim to allow that the most effective and 1711 
economically efficient remedial actions, possibly outside the covered area, are found and agreed on 1712 
during the process. This latter point is particularly relevant when no remedial action can be found 1713 
by an RSC within the control areas of the TSOs it serves. This cross-regional search of potential 1714 
remedial action is covered by CSAM Article 31 (but also Article 30(4)), acknowledging that such 1715 
an investigation can be restricted, in the case of costly remedial actions, to the set of remedial actions 1716 
which are covered by an existing cost sharing rules agreement between the concerned TSOs. 1717 
 1718 
Besides these requirements developed to ensure general inter-RSC coordination, applicable at any 1719 
time and triggered by one RSC towards the other ones having overlapping zones with it, CSAM 1720 
identifies the need for a specific process in Day-ahead to be described. Chapter 2.1 of the supporting 1721 
document provides more insights on this day-ahead process.  1722 
 1723 
6.4 Requirements linked to outage planning coordination  1724 

The Outage Planning is a coordinated process among the participating TSOs and is supported by 1725 
RSCs in the scope of application of Art 80 “Regional outage coordination”. This task requires 1726 
numerous recurring exchanges of information between TSOs and RSCs. As regions are not 1727 
independent between them, it is necessary for RSCs to coordinate in order to facilitate identifying 1728 
possible cross-regional solutions to remove an outage incompatibility for which satisfying solutions 1729 
have not been found inside a region. 1730 
This objective is covered by CSAM Article 35. 1731 
 1732 
6.5 Requirements linked to regional adequacy assessment  1733 

The adequacy assessment tasks performed regionally are not independent from each other as the 1734 
European electricity system can’t be split into fully independent regions. This requires timely 1735 
exchange of information between RSCs before the regional adequacy assessment is performed by 1736 
RSCs in one region. This exchange of information may also give the opportunity to get and share 1737 
an overall though not detailed assessment of the risk of adequacy issue at cross-regional level before 1738 
starting the necessary regional adequacy assessment. 1739 
 1740 
After the regional assessments are performed, some adequacy issues detected regionally that can’t 1741 
be solved into one region could be solved by another adjacent region provided enough energy/MW 1742 
capacity is available in that region and transmission capacities are available between those regions. 1743 
Therefore, after the regional assessment is performed, potential cross-regional remedial actions 1744 
should then be exchanged and assessed between RSCs. 1745 
This objective is covered by CSAM Article 36. 1746 
 1747 
  1748 
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7. ENTSO-E role 1749 

 1750 

This part of the supporting document deals with Art 75(1)(e) which requires all TSOs to define the 1751 
“role of ENTSO for Electricity in the governance of common tools, data quality rules improvement, 1752 
monitoring of the methodology for coordinated operational security analysis and of the common 1753 
provisions for regional operational security coordination in each capacity calculation region”. 1754 

The legal analysis is that providing a direct answer to this requirement rises questions as it is not in 1755 
the scope of responsibility of the NRAs to decide upon a task given to ENTSO-E. In order to allow 1756 
TSOs to fulfil their obligation of Art 75(1)(e), while providing a proposal that NRAs can approve, 1757 
the CSAM requirements are addressed to TSOs, mentioning where useful that TSOs shall use 1758 
ENTSO-E as a platform for their cooperation to implement the corresponding CSAM requirements. 1759 

 1760 
7.1 Governance 1761 

CSAM Article 40 requests TSOs, with the support of the RSCs, to identify the needs for tools and 1762 
functions of pan-European nature. Such tools should make possible the access and exchange of 1763 
information between TSOs and/or between RSCs, when such an exchange is needed to prepare 1764 
secure operation. These tools and functions may be operated in one or several places, by operator(s) 1765 
such as RSCs, TSOs… Currently, some examples have been identified, e.g. grid model building, 1766 
OPDE general services to access/retrieve/update/secure data stored in OPDE or alignment of net 1767 
positions between IGMs.  1768 

In the future, extension of these needs or new needs may appear and will have to be conveniently 1769 
identified and addressed, primarily at pan-European level but it may also concern a need identified 1770 
at regional level, where the need is shared between several regions and characteristics and processes 1771 
are common (or largely common) between these regions. 1772 

With the variety of the possible needs, it is not meaningful to provide for a unique solution as regards 1773 
the governance of development and operation of such tools/functions, but it is important to orientate 1774 
the satisfaction of these needs in an efficient and interoperable way, hence to avoid parallel 1775 
inconsistent answers provided.  1776 

Therefore, for the identified needs, CSAM Article 40 also requires the concerned TSOs to set-up a 1777 
common development of a tool or a function, i.e. the TSOs shall define how to develop and maintain 1778 
it, how to finance it, shall define governance rules and agree on the conditions to operate it (e.g. 1779 
selection of hosting entities). 1780 

 1781 
7.2 Data quality 1782 

As regards the data quality issues for operational planning, the fundamental point is to ensure quality 1783 
of the system modelling. The corresponding requirements are already embedded in CGM 1784 
methodology (CGMM). This includes an advance process, with the definition of a set of rules and 1785 
the monitoring of the actual quality, notably with respect to these rules. 1786 

Beyond the data quality requirements for CGM building, there is no evidence that other strong data 1787 
quality requirements need to be identified explicitly, and therefore no evidence that a systematic 1788 
ENTSOE-role should be determined. 1789 
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It is the reason why CSAM Article 41 only requires the TSOs, when identifying common needs for 1790 
functions/tools in accordance with CSAM Art 40, to also identify if those needs would need a 1791 
specific data quality management process comparable to the one developed in the CGMM, and in 1792 
that case to define it. 1793 

 1794 
7.3 Monitoring 1795 

As regards the end of SO GL Art 75(1)(e), it can be understood that the underlying objective of such 1796 
a monitoring is to identify the remaining weaknesses, if any, of the regional or pan-European 1797 
coordination, in order to correct them. 1798 

This part of the requirement is worded in a very general form and could be extensively interpreted 1799 
as a monitoring of all the Articles adopted in the methodology on the five main aspects developed 1800 
in accordance with SO GL Art 75, together with a monitoring of all the provisions set-up by TSOs 1801 
and RSCs in each CCR, in accordance with SO GL Art 76. This could lead to a complex and 1802 
inefficient process of data collection and analysis with poor certainty of being able to identify 1803 
effective issues/weaknesses. 1804 

Moreover, the answer provided to SO GL Art 75(1)(e) requirement shall absolutely avoid becoming 1805 
redundant with implementation of SO GL Art 17(1), which requests ENTSO-E to report every year 1806 
on “regional coordination assessment”, on the basis of data reported by RSCs, in accordance with 1807 
SO GL Art 17(2). 1808 

 1809 

As a result, Art 42 CSAM rather opts for a more comprehensive and holistic approach, which 1810 
consists in requesting all TSOs, using ENTSO-E resources, to make an inquiry towards TSOs and 1811 
RSCs, every three years, aiming at collecting their diagnosis about the efficiency of the coordination 1812 
rules applied. This inquiry shall facilitate the establishment of conclusions regarding data quality, 1813 
efficiency of processes, availability of remedial actions to solve problems in a coordinated way, 1814 
existing barriers to coordination. 1815 

When designing this inquiry, TSOs will have the flexibility to proceed through a qualitative 1816 
approach versus some quantitative indicators or a mix of both, and will take into account all the 1817 
information provided by the annual report established in accordance with SO GL Art 17. 1818 

 1819 

  1820 
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ANNEX I: Cross-reference between SO GL requirements and 1821 
CSA/RAOC methodologies 1822 

As regards the five items required to be addressed in Art 75(1), CSAM provides the following articles: 1823 
 1824 
75(1)(a): Articles 3, 4, 5, 6 1825 
75(1)(b): Articles 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 43 1826 
75(1)(c): Articles 22, 23, 24, 25, 37, 38, 39 1827 
75(1)(d): Articles 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32, 33, 34, 35, 36 1828 
75(1)(e): Articles 40, 41, 42 1829 
 1830 
In addition, CSAM provides requirements for coordination of remedial actions which need to be coordinated 1831 
by TSOs, with the support of RSCs where applicable, in Articles 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21, including 1832 
aspects to be specified by TSOs in their proposals provided in accordance with SO GL Article 76. 1833 
 1834 
There follows an exhaustive list of references to Art 75 and 84 in SO GL and how they are addressed directly 1835 
or indirectly in CSAM and RAOCM. 1836 
 1837 
References to Article 75 1838 
 1839 

Article / text CSA Methodology 
23(2).When preparing and activating a remedial action, 
including redispatching or countertrading pursuant to 
Articles 25 and 35 of Regulation (EU) 2015/1222, or a 
procedure of a TSO's system defence plan which affects 
other TSOs, the relevant TSO shall assess, in coordination 
with the TSOs concerned, the impact of such remedial action 
or measure within and outside of its control area, in 
accordance with Article 75(1), Article 76(1)(b) and Article 
78(1), (2) and (4) and shall provide the TSOs concerned with 
the information about this impact. 

CSAM provides requirements for Article 76 methodologies 
to identify ‘cross-border relevant remedial actions’, i.e. 
those requiring coordination, and provides a quantitative 
influence factor and the associated threshold to be used by 
default. 

33(1) The contingency list shall include both ordinary 
contingencies and exceptional contingencies identified by 
application of the methodology developed pursuant to 
Article 75. 

CSAM provides steps for identification of exceptional 
contingencies associated to a high probability (existence of 
an occurrence increasing factor) and/or to a high impact (to 
be defined at TSO level or at inter-TSO level when impact 
is cross-border). 

33(4) Each TSO shall coordinate its contingency analysis in 
terms of coherent contingency lists at least with the TSOs 
from its observability area, in accordance with the Article 
75. 

CSAM provides requirements for TSO to share their 
contingency list with TSOs whose observability area 
contains elements of this contingency list. 
CSAM provides requirement for TSO to include in their 
contingency list: 
-external ordinary contingencies 
-external exceptional contingencies that may endanger their 
grid. 

43(1) Each TSO shall determine the observability area of the 
transmission-connected distribution systems which is 
needed for the TSO to determine the system state accurately 
and efficiently, based on the methodology developed in 
accordance with Article 75. 

CSAM provides steps for identification of observability area 
both in horizontal (TSO-TSO) and vertical direction (TSO-
DSO) direction.  
 

43(2) If a TSO considers that a non-transmission-connected 
distribution system has a significant influence in terms of 
voltage, power flows or other electrical parameters for the 
representation of the transmission system's behaviour, such 
distribution system shall be defined by the TSO as being part 
of the observability area in accordance with Article 75. 

CSAM provides steps for identification of observability area 
both in horizontal (TSO-TSO) and vertical direction (TSO-
DSO), including the case of non-transmission-connected 
distribution system.  
 

70(5) Each TSO shall assess the accuracy of the variables in 
paragraph 3 by comparing the variables with their actual 

In the short term, the principle as regards Article 75(1)(c) 
being to use best forecast estimates in the IGM/CGM, the 
application of Art 70(5) by any TSO is to compare actual 
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values, taking into account the principles determined 
pursuant to Article 75(1)(c). 

versus forecasted values and analyse the impact of the 
differences 

72(2) When performing a coordinated operational security 
analysis, the TSO shall apply the methodology adopted 
pursuant to Article 75. 

CSAM provides requirements concerning: 
-definition of contingency list 
-preparation of IGMs and coordinated execution of tasks by 
TSOs and RSCs 
-identification of cross-border or cross-regional relevance of 
remedial actions 

75(1)  
(a) methods for assessing the influence of transmission 
system elements and SGUs located outside of a TSO's 
control area in order to identify those elements included in 
the TSO's observability area and the contingency influence 
thresholds above which contingencies of those elements 
constitute external contingencies;  

Mathematical method for assessing the influence of 
transmission system elements and SGUs located outside of 
a TSO's control area is provided in the Annex I of CSAM 
and RAOCM   

(b) principles for common risk assessment, covering at least, 
for the contingencies referred to in Article 33: (i) associated 
probability; (ii) transitory admissible overloads; and (iii) 
impact of contingencies; 

CSAM provides requirements concerning: 
1. Occurrence increasing factors 
2. Evolving contingencies affecting one or several TSOs 
3. High impact contingencies affecting one or several 

TSOs 
CSAM also provides definitions for remedial actions 
depending on their activation time (preventive, curative, 
restoring) and requirements for the exchange of information 
required to establish external contingency lists and for the 
identification of remedial actions requiring coordination. 

(c) principles for assessing and dealing with uncertainties of 
generation and load, taking into account a reliability margin 
in line with Article 22 of Regulation (EU) 2015/1222; 

CSAM provides requirements needed at pan-European level 
to address effects of uncertainties in the long-term and short-
term timelines. In the short term, CSAM relies on proven 
classical approach based on best forecasts and frequency of 
forecast updates to be determined by TSOs at regional level. 
This method acknowledges the fact that reliability margins 
are already taken into account during capacity calculations 
and thus avoids adding additional not justified margins. See 
also cross table on Art 75(6). 
 

(d) requirements on coordination and information exchange 
between regional security coordinators in relation to the 
tasks listed in Article 77(3);  

Articles 26 to 36 provide general requirements aimed at 
coordination and information exchanges and specific 
requirements for each task provided by RSCs 

(e) role of ENTSO for Electricity in the governance of 
common tools, data quality rules improvement, monitoring 
of the methodology for coordinated operational security 
analysis and of the common provisions for regional 
operational security coordination in each capacity 
calculation region. 

Articles 40 to 41 provide requirements defining how 
common tools can be identified and governance rules 
defined by concerned TSOs, and the process to be applied 
by ENTSOE to monitor the implementation of the CSA 
methodology and of provisions defined according to Art 76 
at regional level. 

75 1-2 The methods referred to in point (a) of paragraph 1 
shall allow the identification of all elements of a TSO's 
observability area, being grid elements of other TSOs or 
transmission-connected DSOs, power generating modules or 
demand facilities. Those methods shall take into account the 
following transmission system elements and SGUs' 
characteristics: (a) connectivity status or electrical values 
(such as voltages, power flows, rotor angle) which 
significantly influence the accuracy of the results of the state 
estimation for the TSO's control area, above common 
thresholds; (b) connectivity status or electrical values (such 
as voltages, power flows, rotor angle) which significantly 
influence the accuracy of the results of the TSO's operational 
security analysis, above common thresholds; and (c) 
requirement to ensure an adequate representation of the 
connected elements in the TSO's observability area. 3. The 
values referred to in points (a) and (b) of paragraph 2 shall 
be determined through situations representative of the 
various conditions which can be expected, characterised by 

Mathematical method for assessing the influence of grid 
elements located outside of a TSO's control area is provided 
in Annex I of the CSAM..  Furthermore, CSAM provides 
steps (process) with qualitative/quantitative aspects for 
identification of observability area both in horizontal (TSO-
TSO) and vertical direction (TSO-DSO). In order to tackle 
different conditions which can be expected CSAM requires 
TSOs to assess the influence of the elements on different 
scenarios using CGMSs required by Art. 67 of SO GL. 
CSAM also requires TSOs to reassess their observability 
area periodically using qualitative or quantitative approach.  
TSOs may use dynamic studies (e.g. rotor angle evaluation, 
but not limited to it) in determination of observability area. 
Note that for definition of observability area only 
computation of influence factors of grid elements are 
necessary. RAOCM provides mathematical method for 
computation of influence factors of SGUs. 
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variables such as generation level and pattern, level of 
electricity exchanges across the borders and asset outages. 

  

75.4. The methods referred to in point (a) of paragraph 1 
shall allow the identification of all elements of a TSO's 
external contingency list with the following characteristics: 
(a) each element has an influence factor on electrical values, 
such as voltages, power flows, rotor angle, in the TSO's 
control area greater than common contingency influence 
thresholds, meaning that the outage of this element can 
significantly influence the results of the TSO's contingency 
analysis; (b) the choice of the contingency influence 
thresholds shall minimize the risk that the occurrence of a 
contingency identified in another TSO's control area and not 
in the TSO's external contingency list could lead to a TSO's 
system behaviour deemed not acceptable for any element of 
its internal contingency list, such as an emergency state; (c) 
the assessment of such a risk shall be based on situations 
representative of the various conditions which can be 
expected, characterised by variables such as generation level 
and pattern, exchange levels, asset outages. 

Mathematical method for assessing the influence of grid 
elements located outside of a TSO's control area is provided 
in Annex I of the CSAM.  Furthermore, CSAM provides 
steps (process) with qualitative/quantitative aspects for 
identification of contingency list. 

75.5. The principles for common risk assessment referred to 
in point (b) of paragraph 1 shall set out criteria for the 
assessment of interconnected system security. Those criteria 
shall be established with reference to a harmonised level of 
maximum accepted risk between the different TSO's 
security analysis. Those principles shall refer to: (a) the 
consistency in the definition of exceptional contingencies; 
(b) the evaluation of the probability and impact of 
exceptional contingencies; and (c) the consideration of 
exceptional contingencies in a TSO's contingency list when 
their probability exceeds a common threshold. 

CSAM provides requirements concerning 
1. Common definition of types of exceptional contingencies 
2. Common definition of occurrence increasing factors 
3. The inclusion of an exceptional contingency in the 
contingency list as soon as one occurrence increasing factor 
is higher than the associated application criteria. 

75.6. The principles for assessing and dealing with 
uncertainties referred to in point (c) of paragraph 1 shall 
provide for keeping the impact of the uncertainties regarding 
generation or demand below an acceptable and harmonised 
maximum level for each TSO's operational security analysis. 
Those principles shall set out: (a) harmonised conditions 
where one TSO shall update its operational security analysis. 
The conditions shall take into account relevant aspects such 
as the time horizon of the generation and demand forecasts, 
the level of change of forecasted values within the TSO's 
control area or within the control area of other TSOs, 
location of generation and demand, the previous results of 
its operational security analysis; and (b) minimum frequency 
of generation and demand forecast updates, depending on 
their variability and the installed capacity of non-
dispatchable generation. 

In long term, CSAM basis for uncertainties management is 
the possibility for TSOs to add local scenarios to the 
common scenarios defined pursuant to SO GL Art 65. 
In the short-term, CSAM Art 24 requires TSOs to identify 
the frequency of intraday security analyses required by their 
local conditions, which cover the aspects required by Art 
75(6). This is complemented by the fact that TSOs at 
regional level have to define needed frequency of regional 
security assessments by RSCs, according to Art 76. 
CSAM Art 37-38 defines the frequency of load and RES 
forecast updates, depending of the level of their impact on 
the control area. 

76(1) …The proposal shall respect the methodologies for 
coordinating operational security analysis developed in 
accordance with Article 75(1) 

The CSAM provides the common requirements to be applied 
at pan-European level which are deemed necessary to ensure 
the global security of the interconnected system while 
leaving flexibility to design appropriately the TSOs proposal 
for regional delivery of the four tasks required by SO GL 
requested by Art 76-77 

78(1)(a) Each TSO shall provide the regional security 
coordinator with all the information and data required to 
perform the coordinated regional operational security 
assessment, including at least: (a) the updated contingency 
list, established according to the criteria defined in the 
methodology for coordinating operational security analysis 
adopted in accordance with Article 75(1); 

CSAM Article 11 defines how a TSO shall inform other 
TSOs and relevant RSCs of any change in its exceptional 
contingency list. 

 1840 
References to Article 84 1841 
 1842 
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84 2.The methodology referred to in paragraph 1 shall be 
based on qualitative and quantitative aspects that identify the 
impact on a TSO's control area of the availability status of 
either power generating modules, demand facilities, or grid 
elements which are located in a transmission system or in a 
distribution system including a closed distribution system, 
and which are connected directly or indirectly to another 
TSO's control area and in particular on: (a) quantitative 
aspects based on the evaluation of changes of electrical 
values such as voltages, power flows, rotor angle on at least 
one grid element of a TSO's control area, due to the change 
of availability status of a potential relevant asset located in 
another control area. That evaluation shall take place on the 
basis of year-ahead common grid models; (b) thresholds on 
the sensitivity of the electrical values referred to in point (a), 
against which to assess the relevance of an asset. Those 
thresholds shall be harmonised at least per synchronous area; 
(c) capacity of potential relevant power generating modules 
or demand facilities to qualify as SGUs; 
(d) qualitative aspects such as, but not limited to, the size 
and proximity to the borders of a control area of potential 
relevant power generating modules, demand facilities or grid 
elements; (e) systematic relevance of all grid elements 
located in a transmission system or in a distribution system 
which connect different control areas; and (f) systematic 
relevance of all critical network elements. 3.The 
methodology developed pursuant to paragraph 1 shall be 
consistent with the methods for assessing the influence of 
transmission system elements and SGUs located outside of 
a TSO's control area established in accordance with Article 
75(1)(a). 

RAOCM provides steps for identification of Relevant 
Assets.  
 
Mathematical method for assessing the influence of 
transmission system elements and SGUs located outside of 
a TSO's control area is provided in Annex I of the RAOCM.  
Furthermore, RAOCM provides steps (process) with 
qualitative/quantitative aspects for identification of 
elements, which a TSO considers relevant for outage 
coordination.  
Furthermore, RAOCM provides process for TSOs of each 
CCR how to determine Relevant Assets list and defines 
requirements concerning updates of Relevant Assets List.  
 
TSOs may use dynamic studies (e.g. rotor angle evaluation, 
but not limited to it) in determination of relevant assets. 

85.1 By 3 months after the approval of the methodology 
for assessing the relevance of assets for outage 
coordination in Article 84(1), all TSOs of each outage 
coordination region shall jointly assess the relevance of 
power generating modules and demand facilities for 
outage coordination on the basis of this methodology, and 
establish a single list, for each outage coordination 
region, of relevant power generating modules and 
relevant demand facilities 

RAOCM provides process for TSOs of each CCR how to 
determine Relevant Assets list.  Furthermore, RAOCM also 
provides requirements concerning updates of Relevant 
Assets List.  
 
 
 

86.1 Before 1 July of each calendar year, all TSOs of each 
outage coordination region shall jointly re-assess the 
relevance of power generating modules and demand 
facilities for outage coordination on the basis of the 
methodology developed in accordance with Article 
84(1). 
2. Where necessary, all TSOs of each outage 
coordination region shall jointly decide to update the list 
of relevant power generating modules and relevant 
demand facilities of that outage coordination region 
before 1 August of each calendar year. 

RAOCM provides process for TSOs of each CCR how to 
determine Relevant Assets list.  Furthermore, RAOCM also 
provides requirements concerning updates of Relevant 
Assets List.  
  

87 1. By 3 months after the approval of the methodology 
for assessing the relevance of assets for outage 
coordination in Article 84(1), all TSOs of each outage 
coordination region shall jointly assess, on the basis of 
this methodology, the relevance for the outage 
coordination of grid elements located in a transmission 
system or in a distribution system including a closed 
distribution system and shall establish a single list, per 
outage coordination region, of relevant grid elements. 2. 
The list of relevant grid elements of an outage 

RAOCM provides process for TSOs of each CCR how to 
determine Relevant Assets list.  Furthermore, RAOCM also 
provides requirements concerning updates of Relevant 
Assets List.  
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coordination region shall contain all grid elements of a 
transmission system or a distribution system, including a 
closed distribution system located in that outage 
coordination region, which are identified as relevant by 
application of the methodology established pursuant to 
Article 84(1). 
88.1 Before 1 July of each calendar year, all TSOs of each 
outage coordination region shall jointly re-assess, on the 
basis of the methodology established pursuant to Article 
84(1), the relevance for the outage coordination of grid 
elements located in a transmission system or a 
distribution system including a closed distribution 
system.  
2. Where necessary, all TSOs of an outage coordination 
region shall jointly decide to update the list of relevant 
grid elements of that outage coordination region before 1 
August of each calendar year. 

RAOCM provides process for TSOs of each CCR how to 
determine Relevant Assets list.  Furthermore, CSAM also 
provides requirements concerning updates of Relevant 
Assets List.  
 

 1843 
  1844 
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ANNEX II: Effect of generation pattern/level of flows on the calculation 1845 
of influence factors 1846 

 1847 

This ANNEX provides an explanation why the generation pattern and level of flows in the respective 1848 
scenarios have a negligible effect on the influence factors calculated in accordance with CSAM and 1849 
RAOCM. For that, a method based on DC load flow computation is shown that can be used to 1850 
compute such influence factors. 1851 
 1852 
The first step of computing influence factors with the aforementioned method is calculation of so-1853 
called Injection Shift Factors (ISFs). These enable the calculation of the corresponding Power 1854 
Transfer Distribution Factors (PTDFs) which again enable the calculation of Line Outage 1855 
Distribution Factors (LODFs). These LODFs show how the flow on one line distributes among 1856 
other lines in case of an outage of the line. They are identical to the corresponding influence factors 1857 
calculated in accordance with CSAM and RAOCM. 1858 
 1859 
ISFs, PTDFs and LODFs are commonly used in tasks linked to power flow computation. More 1860 
information can be found in the technical and scientific literature. 1861 
 1862 
Computation method 1863 
 1864 

For an arbitrary grid with 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 nodes and 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 branches, the incidence matrix and the diagonal branch 1865 
susceptance matrix are built. The incidence matrix 𝑨𝑨 is a 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 matrix. If a branch 𝑏𝑏 starts in 1866 
node 𝑛𝑛, the formula 𝑨𝑨(𝑏𝑏,𝑛𝑛) = 1 applies. If branch 𝑏𝑏 ends in node 𝑛𝑛, the formula 𝑨𝑨(𝑏𝑏, 𝑛𝑛) = -1 1867 
applies. The formula 𝑨𝑨(𝑏𝑏,𝑛𝑛) = 0 applies in all other cases. The diagonal branch susceptance matrix 1868 
is a 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 diagonal matrix. The formula 𝑩𝑩(𝑏𝑏, 𝑏𝑏) = 1

𝑋𝑋𝑏𝑏
 is applied here. For simplification, a 1869 

𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 matrix 𝑩𝑩� = 𝑩𝑩 ∙ 𝑨𝑨 is defined. Using these matrices, the 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 × 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 susceptance matrix 𝑩𝑩� of 1870 
the grid is determined according to (F.1). 1871 

𝑩𝑩� = 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑩𝑩 ∙ 𝑨𝑨 = 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇 ∙  𝑩𝑩�  (F.1) 

This matrix is needed to determine the 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛 ISF matrix using 2). The ISF matrix is only valid 1872 
for an arbitrary fixed slack node and an arbitrary reference node. The values of the ISF matrix depend 1873 
on the chosen slack node while the chosen reference node has no effect on the matrix. 1874 

𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 ∙ 𝑻𝑻¬𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 =  𝑩𝑩� ∙ 𝑻𝑻¬𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 ∙ �𝑻𝑻¬𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠
𝑇𝑇 ∙ 𝑩𝑩� ∙ 𝑻𝑻¬𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝�

−𝟏𝟏
 (F.2) 

The matrices 𝑻𝑻¬𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠𝑠 and 𝑻𝑻¬𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑟𝑝𝑝 are transformation matrices that remove the column of the slack 1875 
node and the reference node respectively. They are equal to identity matrices with the respective 1876 
columns removed. When transposed, they remove the corresponding rows using a left 1877 
multiplication.  1878 

When injecting power in node 𝑛𝑛 and extracting it from the slack node, the matrix element 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰(𝑏𝑏, 𝑛𝑛) 1879 
shows the fraction of the injected power by which the load flow on branch 𝑏𝑏 changes. In the ISF 1880 
matrix, the column of the slack node, which cannot be determined using formula 2), is filled with 1881 
zeros. This is obvious as injecting power in the slack node and extracting the same power from it 1882 
has no effect on any branches of the grid. Given that information, the whole ISF matrix is known.  1883 
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The ISF matrix depends only on the topology of the grid and is independent of the production 1884 
pattern. However, although this is not needed for influence factor computation, the ISF matrix could 1885 
be used to compute the load flows resulting from a particular production pattern by multiplying the 1886 
ISF matrix with the corresponding matrix of all injections and withdrawals.  1887 

To continue the computation of influence factors, using the previously calculated ISF matrix and 1888 
formula (F.3), the 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 × 𝑁𝑁𝑏𝑏 PTDF matrix of the grid can be calculated. 1889 

𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰 =  𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰 ∙ 𝑨𝑨𝑇𝑇 (F.3) 

This multiplication is shown in (F.4) for one matrix element. 1890 

𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) =  𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰�𝑡𝑡,𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟,𝑠𝑠� − 𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰𝑰�𝑡𝑡, 𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟� (F.4) 

In that formula, 𝑡𝑡 and 𝑟𝑟 can be any branches of the grid. The indices 𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟,𝑠𝑠 and 𝑛𝑛𝑟𝑟,𝑟𝑟 are the nodes in 1891 
which branch 𝑟𝑟 starts and ends respectively. In (F.3) they result from the incidence matrix. Looking 1892 
at (F.4), the meaning of a matrix element 𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) becomes obvious. When injecting power in 1893 
the start node of branch 𝑟𝑟 and extracting it in the end node of branch 𝑟𝑟, the matrix element 1894 
𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) shows the fraction of the injected power by which the load flow on branch 𝑡𝑡 changes. 1895 
As two ISFs are substracted, the influence of the slack node is removed. The PTDF matrix is thus 1896 
independent of the slack node chosen in the previous step. 1897 

To finalize the computation of influence factors, the LODFs need to be calculated. This is done by 1898 
using the previously determined PTDF matrix and (F.5). 1899 

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) =  
𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟)

1 − 𝑷𝑷𝑻𝑻𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟)
 , 𝑡𝑡 ≠ 𝑟𝑟 (F.5) 

The LODFs show how the flow on a branch distributes among other branches in case of tripping. 1900 
For tripping of a branch 𝑟𝑟, the matrix element 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) shows the change of flow on branch 𝑡𝑡 as 1901 
a fraction of the flow on branch 𝑟𝑟 before tripping. The values of the diagonal elements of the LODF 1902 
matrix cannot be calculated using (F.5). These values are obviously -1, as the flow on an element 1903 
changes to zero when tripping.  1904 

𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟) =  −1 (F.6) 

 1905 
 Link to formulae in CSAM and RAOCM 1906 
 1907 
In the annexes of CSAM and RAOCM, the following formulae are used: 1908 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀∀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,∀𝑠𝑠,∀𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 �

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖−𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖

𝑡𝑡

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟 ∙

𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟

𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 100%� (F.7) 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝 =  𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀∀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,∀𝑠𝑠,∀𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 �

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖−𝑟𝑟
𝑡𝑡 − 𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖

𝑡𝑡

𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑛𝑛−𝑖𝑖
𝑟𝑟 ∙ 100%� (F.8) 

In these formulae, the respective LODF matrix elements 𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰𝑠𝑠,¬𝑖𝑖(𝑟𝑟, 𝑟𝑟) can be inserted with 𝑠𝑠 1909 
depicting the scenario used and ¬𝑖𝑖 indicating that the element 𝑖𝑖 is removed from the network 1910 
provided in the scenario. This leads to: 1911 

𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖 = 𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀∀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,∀𝑠𝑠,∀𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇 �𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰𝑠𝑠,¬𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) ∙

𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑟𝑟

𝑃𝑃𝑀𝑀𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑠𝑠,𝑡𝑡 ∙ 100%� (F.9) 

and (F.10) 
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𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟
𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑝𝑝 =  𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀𝑀∀𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖,∀𝑠𝑠,∀𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑖𝑇𝑇�𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑳𝑷𝑷𝑰𝑰𝑠𝑠,¬𝑖𝑖(𝑡𝑡, 𝑟𝑟) ∙ 100%� 

 1912 
Conclusion 1913 

 1914 

As all factors in formulae (F.9) and (F.10) are independent of generation patterns and the level of 1915 
load flows, it must be concluded that the influence factors do not depend on them as well. Indeed it 1916 
is shown that they only depend on the grid topologies provided in the scenarios, including the PATLs 1917 
in case of 𝐼𝐼𝐼𝐼𝑟𝑟

𝑝𝑝𝑝𝑝,𝑖𝑖𝑖𝑖. The removal of an element 𝑖𝑖 also affects the topology only. 1918 

As the example shows, the influence factors are absolutely independent of generation patterns and 1919 
the level of load flows when using a DC load flow based approach to compute the influence factors.  1920 

It should not be concealed that generally there can be effects of the level of load flows and generation 1921 
patterns when using AC load flow based approaches to compute influence factors. However, as 1922 
differences in results of AC and DC based load flow computation are limited, it can easily be 1923 
concluded that the effects on influence factors are small when using an approach based an AC load 1924 
flow computation. This has also been verified by exhaustive computations executed in the course of 1925 
developing CSAM and RAOCM. 1926 
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